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mistake in the matter of
Many
hospitality—of entertaining in the best
sense of the word, those who come to
their homes.
They make too much effort to make a great show both in bed
: |„ ijird.
The true spirit of hospitality
for
m a cordial, sincere regard
tin- feelings ul those they are trying to
li is not right for us to live
entertain,
The true spirit of a
without company.
eiiii1 is to have a place for our friends
We do not build simply
it el strangers
our families, but cacti one tries to have
chain
to accommodate his friends and
We all try to have one or
relations.
more guest chambers and the extension
t.ible we are glad to spread to its fullest
extent t accommodate our friends. They
.re* greatly to be pitied who barely supwn physical wants and have no
> then
].
p a'.i for a friend or stranger,
iii.
1’ation's house generally has
a
room
lei all, no matter how many all
Means.
Most of them appear to expand
kc ! dia rubber, as the friends drop in.
l iny aie like ’he omnibus and railway
vays i tom foi one more, and
•a !n n each one feels there is
always that
via! welcome, none stay away unless
obliged to from necessity.
make

a

Republican Journal.
VOLUME

for they know we cannot afford it and we
must economize in something else, to pay
for it.
Now, weary sisters, stop, take breath;
read over the last paper and let them get
along without pies to-day. Don’t feast
them so much on cakes and doughnuts.
Make it your rule to give them good,
wholesome bread and butter, meat and
potatoes; then it these are all your
strength wiil allow you to do, stop and
It a friend drops in, don’t make
rest.
any difference and you will soon see the
benefit of it. Sisteisof the Grange, all
great friendships lie in personal intercourse, and therefore a love of show
should not stand in the way of as treijuent meetings as the duties of life will
permit. We have such privileges as we
never had before, with our much loved
(trder calling for our company and assistance at each and every meeting; but this
luxury of high living may obstruct tbe intercourse and hinder “tbe feast of reason
and flow of soul.” It is tbe eye to tbe
eye, voice to voice encounter that keeps
friendship alive. Would you like to see
social freedom and simple, true hospitality inaugurated among us ? Then have
the independence to set an example of
simplicity in entertaining worthy of your

True

Woman.

ed the

To be a sweetness more desired than spring;
A bodilv beauty more acceptable
Than the wild’ rose tree’s areli that crowns
the fell:
To be an essence more environing
Than wine's drained juice; a music ravishing
More than the passionate pulse of Philomel—
To be all this 'neath one soft bosom's swell
That is the flower of life; how strange a thing!

Tucker’s

Second

Wooing.

Although
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■
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so

hap-

tear from his own elieek now ; his tenderer, better nature was mastering the hard,
selfish spirit which had long possessed
him, and, with some coughing and choking, he said : “Jane, I see I’ve made an
awful botch of our married life; if you’re
a mind to forgive me, I'll see if I can’t
treat you from to-day as a woman ought
to be treated.”
This confession was all too much for the
weeping wife, and she answered, quickly:
“You’re not a bit more to blame than I
am; I’ve been proud and obstinate: but
I tell you what it is, we’il begin all over

How strange a thing to be what man can know
Hut as a sacred secret! Heaven’s own screen
i I ides lier soul'' purest depth and loveliest glow ;
Closely withheld, as all things most unseen—
The wave-bowered pearl—the heart-shaped
seal of green
That flecks the snowdrop underneath the snow.
[Dante Gabriel Rossetti.
Samuel

wife, “but—Samuel—I’m

py to have you—care enough about me
to come!”
The strong man was brushing away a

Farmer Tucker had long
dreamed of a visit to Chautauqua, when
he actually found himself at that Mecca
of devout excursionists, early last August, the brawny man was tempted to
The holiday
doubt his own identity.
surroundings were wholly unlike anything to which he was accustomed in his
prosy New England home; the rich,
i
•'le are very many Houses in wmen
crowded programme olfered was in striktl.
dial feeling does not prevail. The
ing contrast to the dull monotony of farm
uses are large, an aimndanee of nice,
When this son of toil lirst entered
life.
:
.'ins. hut scarcely a visitor for them.
the Auditorium, and saw that rustic
Flie grounds are pleasant, fruit in abunintelligence.
amphitheatre crowded with thousands of
...
::..wei>
dropping to decay, an superior
The first step must he indifference to
people listening breathlessly to the full,
mi: !;!!:it of everything to do with in
what people will say about it.
People sweet tones of the grand organ, his
nary department. but they live to must remark about
your meanness at not cramped, seltish heart was strangely
aenise!\es.
They always are strictly
putting but one kind of cake upon the touched and expanded. For an instant
•
\hot any one \isits them and ex
table; or perhaps nothing but apple the w ish crept in that he had asked Jane
: end just the eeremonious invitation to
sauce or no pie at dinner.
Hut you must if she would like to come too. Hut there
them again
They return the visit learn to let “Mrs.
Grundy” say what she was not much time for his own thoughts,
;t! :.is: the suae precision, and still we
pleases and be assured that all sensible, for as the music ceased a white-haired
we have been
,i i."t teel that they
earnest men and women love freedom
speaker arose and was introduced to the
.■limited by the interviews
There was
and a hearty, joyful welcome, better than audience as Mr. John li. Gough.
W may read pages
mb ceremony
cakes and sauce.
There are many ot you
At this announcement Samuel Tucks
>:
volumes n etiquette, but we
to me here, to-day, who have er's satisfaction was too great to be
kept
d. strong, hearty wel- listening
;
sufficient good sense to endorse this view. to himself, and he said, half aloud, to his
it
ck them up or they will be
M ho will say as they listen to the few next
neighbor: “Well, now. 1 am heat to
>c i lnm
uotlnng.
ideas, “it is a fact," “true as gospel ?" think I’m going to hear the man I’ve
-.e
an ol. l phiiosopher.said a great
but how many are there who have suth- wanted to see for more'n two;
ty years.”
iew words, when he said to the
cient courage to defy Madam Grundy The
young lady gave an amused little
i pray yon. oh excellent wife,
and act their own mind as regards their
laugh, hut it fell unheeded upon the un\
,i s.-i: and me
to get a
ibt
cooking when the next friend calls to sophisticated speaker, whose attention
1
ms man or this woman
Sisters of was
an afternoon with them .'
already caught by the orator.
i..glued at "in door, nor a Vied pass
the Council, think of these few, broken
Mr. Gough commenced his brief lectno made ready at too great a
and if one poor, overworked sister ure with one of his inimitable
descripl'iiesc things if they be curious in ideas,
saves herself a few hours work to read,
tions.
The story was of a man who apus for they can get at a hotel or
then I am paid for my exertion.
t v. but if! this stranger see, it ire
plied fora divorce and was advised, by
liis eminent lawyer, to try the effect of
u ..mi' locks, in your tone and beTo Destroy Insects.
i'. y curheari anti earnestness, your
making love to his w ife as he had done
ll
tin*
in
in night and will, what he cannot buy at
reports of the lion. Geo. li. Gor- before marry ing her, instead of resorting
it into the measure he had proposed,
mu'. It..tel, nt
in any city and which he
ing, commissioner of the Agricultural Decluded also an account of a later visit
u
navel
tie
may
sparsely
to the President, he refers to
when the happy husband withdrew his
and sleep hard in order to behold.” Cer- partment,
the
mediums
to be used for the destructa,;
let the board be spread, and the
application : and, fairly dancing with
glee, assured the lawyer that his experibed dressed for the guest, but let not the tion of inserts :
ment had worked like a charm, that
emphns.s of hospitality lie in these things.
Among other subjects worthy of menHonor to the house where they are sim- tion in connection with the entomological “Sally had become a< amiable and affecple to the verge of hardship, so that 'lie division is the introduction and cultiva- tionate a wife as a man could ask to
i:t.• I!<-.• t is awake and sees the laws of
tion of the pyrethrums, which arc known have.
Mr. Gough's representation of the
r.'iM. ; so the soul worships truth
to have such great value as insect de
scene drew
forth prolonged applause;
and love, and honor and courtesy" flow stroyers. and the
is
from
wnich
powder
but Samuel Tucker's interest was of too
into aii their deeds.
variously sold under the names of “PerTin a an* those who like to make their sian Insect Powder,” “liuharh.” etc. serious a nature to permit his joining in
:'i lends welcome, but spoil all by over exThe entomologist has ascertained by ex- the laughter. As if unconscious, for the
moment, of the multitude about him, he
The guests are made to feel that
«*rtii:
periment that preparations of this plant said in an undertone: "I'd he
tht*\ are burdensome, by the open effort
willing to
may he used successfully in the held
It is true,
several of our worst insect pests, I take my oath that wouldn’t work with
put i nth to entertain them
against
All I have to say is, that man’s
• me should be ever attentive to the w ants
and its cultivation over as wide an area Jane.
wife was different from mine; I'd as soon
and w -lies of a guest, so they may not as
possible is. consequently, most desira- j think ot
feeding serrup to a mummy as to
act the impression that they are not weltile.
A circular giving information about i
come. hut the whole secret is, to feel at
the two species having this virtue was begin sparking again with her."
it would seem mat tins course 01 reavase ourselves, then our guests, in most
accordingly sent out. with seed that had
instances, will feel the same. And in been imported from ltussia and the Cau- soiling did not wholly dismiss front the j
■•iiier not to do this we must not misin- casus.
The experience so far had by the farmer's mind a train of thoughts and
terpret their visit. We have no right to recipients of the seed is. on the whole, possibilities suggested by the lecturer's j
In every treat of the following
think our friends come to visit us for the most encouraging, as is also that had at story.
-at sacred service or popular leet I
loud thw _,*t to vat or to see what we Washington, where
plants of both spe- days ill
the museum or by the model of
have in ilie lease, but wv must suppose cies, grown from seed sown in the fall of lire,
the
Land, when listening to con—
1 e
v.i,*
*'t to
ourselves. And Deli and
Holy
oi
I
I, flowered profusespring
t
uirivM demand that we give ly and gave a powder equal in its insecti- cert or gazing with throngs upon the illuminated lleet, the far away husband
them our society and entertain them as cide
qualities to any previously tested.
was relentlessly followed by a vision of
>••-1 we can in our conversation, rather
It may be well for farmers interested
hard-worked Jane, looking upon him
tom* vini lo\ m:r time cooking or dressing
Seed can with
At length he
: -I*,, vand the table to please their to give the suggestion a trial.
reproachful eyes.
I think we may safely decide the without doubt be obtained of the Depart- quieted his conscience with the deter>•;. v
mination to prove that his estimate of
reason of the decline of the old-fashioned
ment.
his wife was correct. ‘'When 1 go back,”
hospitality so much enjoyed by the early
Setting Hens.
he said to himself, ‘‘I'll just show the
settlers and pioneers of the country, is
woman some little attentions, and I'll see
v.mscd by the system which discards
In setting hens, it is desirable t<> place
eveiything desirable in the was of hos- the nests where winds or drafts of air they won't have no more effect on her
pituhty, tu the coarse pleasure of sham will not circulate too freely, because tin* than they would on the old bay mare.
ami gluttony.
Mmv is it possible to say membranes surrounding the chicks will Jane's bound to be sullen and obstinate,
■■■line and visit us any time just when
become too much dried, and the eggs are and 1 suppose 1 may as well make up m\
van make it convenient, when a table
liable to be chilled quickly, when the hen mind to it.”
(m reaching home the resolution was
v
must
spread that requires hours of is off the nest. It is well to have earth
When Mr. Tuckhard v.iitk and frequently expense, hard or sods in the bottom of the nest, with not easily carried out.
to
e met, is
considered the proper way tine, soft hay for the nest,
liens, when er planned some gallantry towards his
of entertaining our guests: when conver- they hide their nests away under the wife, the very thought made him teel so
sation and social enjoyments are a secondbarn, or somewhere on the ground, usual- unnatural and foolish that postponement
ary matter it not altogether ignored.
ly conn* out with a full brood. Poultry- resulted; but the Sabbath offered an opNow as most of i s as farmers’ wives keepers should take a hint from this, and portunity so convenient that he improvwith families to care for, have all we can make tin* nests on the ground, or else ed it.
1 i*
The farm was nearly a mile from
;
keep all our work along without have several inches of earth beneath
'■r exerting our strength, we naturally
them, so as to preserve a slight degree of church, yet Samuel Tucker had for years
pi' tcr as lew of these “dress parades” moisture about the nest, which favors a been in the habit of driving back alone
:
The lies: should he after the forenoon service, leaving bis
they seem to me) as we can get successful result.
along with and not lie called mean and placed where it will be quiet and undis- wife to attend the Sabbath school, and
unsocial. In my opinion this is all wrong, turbed by other hens.
Too much light then walk home as best she could
and as woman Lias in a metisure brought should not he admitted, as
setting hens through mud or dust. Great was Mrs.
this about as the r> form so much needed
prefer a somewhat dark place. One Tucker’s astonishment, therefore, on the
m only come through the influence of
meal a day will be sufficient food, while Sabbath after his return, to tind him
waiting for her at the close of the Bible
-troiig. energetic women, who are ready setting.
service. The faintest suspicion that he
t
commence the reform at once, by comBrighton Cattle Market.
had driven hack to the church for her
mencing to entertain their friends in the
Wednesday, .Ian. 31.
did not cross the good woman’s mind;
old-time simplicity, or. in other words,
:
of
stork at market Cattle, 21*2; sheep
Amount
make them feel that they are one of us, ami lambs, (>015; swine, is,215; veal.-., 50; number she supposed he had business with some
b inv ting them to the table the same of western cattle, 1022; northern ami eastern cat- of the brethren, and was hesitating
tle, 200.
whether to walk on as usual or to suga.- we would any member of the family.
Prices of beef cattle IP 100 lt> live weight, extra
Then, too, when we must of necessity at
quality, $<>>7q a 7 12g. ; first, 85 75at; 75; second, .$5 gest w liting ibr him, when the farmer
12*2 «."> 02^ ; third, 83s7q*i5 on; poorest grades of called out. “It’s
t< ml to our duties in the kitchen, ask
jest as cheap to ride as
coarse oxen, hulls, etc., .$3 <i0ii3 s7q.
tin m t" .-it there with us ; take a rocker
Brighton Hides, oqe k lb; Brighton Tallow, to walk." Silently the wife took her seat
Hides, light ones, Oal.qe k tb;
in the buggy, aud silently they drove
al-'tig. place it in a pleasant corner and s‘ae k !b; Country
heavy, SaS.q* k it-; Country Tallow, -ICaack lb;
ur work is lightened by the conversation,
borne, much to the husband’s satisfac( all Skins, 12al2V k tb; Sheep and Lambskins,
while she has the comfort of feeling we 81 n81.25 each; extra sheep and Lamb Skins, 81-50 tion, for it seemed to him a proof of the
each.
woman's dull, unappreciative nature.
have not neglected our work on her acWorking Oxen—A few pairs each week is all the
count.
1 once received a visit from a market requires. We note sales 1 pair, girth ('» ft., “She didn't act pleased, but was only
t; in., live weight 2500 It*, 81*25; 1
pair, girth 0 ft., 5 dazed like, as 1 knew she would be,” he
near and dear cousin : I w as obliged t<>
in., live weight 2200 tt>, 8105; l pair, girth 0 it., |o
attend to my butter in the milk-room in., live weight 82*00 It.. 8125; 1 pair, girth 7 It., live muttered, as he went about his mid-day
3000 tb, 8155.
“chores.’
dow n cellar.
Every moment of her com- weight
Milch ( ov..,— Lxtra, 855 «75; ordinary, 820a5o;
,\i me same lime air. ! ucser was conpany was precious, so I caught up a -pringers f«»r 81*«05 k head. We note sales7,f 2
rocker. “Come Mary,” and away we went -pringers a! $35 each; 1 springer 832; 1 do, $31; 1 scious of having performed a most praisemilch cow, 8*6.
down cellar to visit. Oft times there are
worthy act, and felt so comfortable that
Veal calves in good demand at 3 to7I2c k tb,
live weight
w alks to take or albums to look through,
he resolved to repeat the experiment.
Sheep and Lambs—The supply from the West So on the following
w ii.iii
win entertain them while we are
Sabbath, Jane again
cost tin- same a- those in last week. Sheep cost 5’4
found her husband in waiting, and as
to
household
we
work.
Hut
jjti.qe; Lamb-5L aOCe k tt>.
attending
Swine—Western fat hogs cost, landed at tin* she mounted the
are not always situated so we can attend
high buggy, ventured
slaughter houses,uq a7‘4e k lb, live weight. On store
1 wish to call pigs price- are from 0 to '.»<• k tb for live weight; to utter a half-audible “thank you,” and
to a visitor all the time.
to ask Samuel if he had been waiting
the attention of the sisters to the subject | or 82 to 87 k head.
of unduly serving, because 1 really visited
long. To which Mr. Tucker replied that
lie had just reached the church, and
a lad;, of cult me, whose company I could
A Strange Symptom.
Many men and women, apparently enjoying ro- didn't know but he might tind she had
enjoy, but who bad just recovered from
health and capable of enduring much bard lastarted on foot. This reply seemed to
sickness and was neither strong or pre- bust
bor without fatigue, can walk mile alter mile with
pared for company. After a few com- out weariness; and yet, when they come to stand Jane a positive assurance that her bus
a till, find themselves
looking for a place to sit down band had really returned for the sole
monplace remarks she excused herself the
ver\ first thing.
Why is this? Reader, this is
and we saw nothing more of her till we one of the sure symptoms
purpose of taking her home; and her
It
of kidney disease.
should
never
be
Take Hunt's Remedy chilled heart glowed with a warmth unneglected.
were invited out to dinner,
.she had the
Your life is in danger.
at once—at one.
Hunt’s
known for years.
She longed to tell her
table spread with nice things; meat and Remedy, the
great kidney and liver medicine, will
husband how much she appreciated his
mashed potatoes, shelled peas, cucum- save it.
When the social clubs in Boston get through their trouble, but imagined it would sound “so
bers, pickles, sauce, honey, bread and
are literally stalled clubs.
foolish" that she kept her pleasure to herhatter, two kind of pie, and two kinds of Saturday dinners they
Contagious diseases, malaria, liver complaint, are self.
all
that
but
forenoon
the
cake,
prepared
all prevented by using the gentle but powerful
1 lie third Sabbath was rainy, and as
sauce and honey, by a woman hardly
tonic, Brown’s Iron Bitters.
As I tasted the nice food
she washed the breakfast dishes Mrs
able to sit up.
A New York girl has made #150,000 by a single oil
and saw her pour the tea and coffee with transaction. A can of it exploded and killed her Tucker kept thinking, “1 wonder if Samuel means to come forme this noon; it
her face flushed from recent exertion 1 rich aunt.
Gen. B. F. Butler!
would be such a help in the rain ; I'm
felt that I had done wrong in making this
Still lives, so do hundreds of others who have been
half a’ mind to ask him !’’ This resoluwoman so exert herself, and 1 thought of
cured of Rheumatism and Neuralgia, by the great
another visit which was so much nearer blood purifier Sulphur Bitters. Send for testimo- tion was soon stifled, however, with the
I drop- nials.
reasoning which had silenced many simimy idea that 1 must describe it.
has died from over work.
lar resolves in the past ten years.
“No,
ped in, so to speak, to pass an afternoon. It Ais New York plumber
to make out a
suspected that he
1 won't ask no favors ; if he don't think
They were making vests, hut were going dozen bills in one week. attempted
1 said “don’t please,”
to put them away.
enough of me to come, why lie needn’t.”
Free of Charge.
We had plenty of conso they kept on.
Although proudly unwilling to seek any
All persons guttering from Coughs, Colds, Asthversation and when tea time came the ma, Bronchitis, Loss of Voice, or any a flection of attentions, Jane innged for some demonare requested iocall at R. II.
stration of her husband’s love and care;
daughter arose to spread the table; in a the Throat and Lungs,
Moody’s Drug .Store and get a Trial Bottle of Dr. she had walked home in the rain too often
few moments she came in her face Hushed. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption, free of
which will convince them of its wonderful
‘•Why mother, we must make some bread charge,
greatly to dread such exposure; but a
merits and show what a regular dollar size bottle
we
have nothing but graham bread will do. Call
week before, the wife had tasted the joy
early.
of being considered, and longed for some
baked.” The mother said, “Well, we
Kind words never dye and it is just possible they
new and further proof of her companion’s
won’t make any difference for Mrs. L—, are bald headed.
attention.
then she won’t for us.” They had cakes
Rectify Torpidity of the Liver.
Mrs. Tucker’s heart leaped for joy,
and i>ie, sauce and everything nice, and Remove biliousness, dyspepsia, and impart new
tone and vigor to tin* system by using Liebig Co.’s
at noon, she saw the old mare’s
when,
really, the graham bread was as nice and Coca
Beef Tonic. Beware of worthless imitations.
1 leave you to judge
sweet as need be.
head from the lecture-room window. InWhere do all the pins goto? They go down if deed, her
which we ought to imitate. There can
hungering heart suddenly beto make a ten strike.
be no objection to the best being used or you happen
unmanageable, and enteiing
quite
came
What’s the use having dyspepsia? Why belch
the carriage poor, melted Jane sobbed
placing the best we can before our guests and
tin
e
cat?
say you’ve got heartburn, every
without too much work or expense, for Be sensible, take Brown’s Iron Bitters and you
get well. lout: “I’m sure it’s very good of you,
many of us have to study economy in dolPatent medicines are now made that will cure Samuel, to come back for me this rainy
lars and cents as well as strength of anything except hams.
day,” and then the tears flowed so fast
body. Of course the more liberal the
There was an eclipse this year (hat astronomers that further words were impossible.
means, the more can be done, but don’t failed to note. It was the eclipse of Adamson’s
Completely taken by surprise, Mr.
let us common farmers’ wives try to do Botanic Balsam over all competitors. It cures Tucker exclaimed : “I declare ! 1 hadn’t
as much as those who are independently
coughs, colds, and all diseases of the throat, chest, no idee you'd care so much about it!”
“I wouldn’d mind the walk,” respondrich. They don’t think any more of us and lungs. Price 10, 35 and 75 cents.
■
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again.”
i ue

now

uiorougmy nrouen,
and that afternoon Parmer Tucker ami
his wife had a long talk over tin* past
and the future. And in the evening when
they were about to start for the prayer
meeting to he held in a neighboring
school-house, the renewed lmstgind
stooped and kissed his wife, saying:
‘•Jane, I’ve been a-thinking that married life ain't so very different Iroin farmNow 1
ing or any other occupation.
ain't such a fool as to think a field will
keep a-yielding if 1 only enrich it once
and plant it once : I have to go over the
same round every season ; and here I
supposed you. was a-going to always do
as you did when we were a-courting,
without my doing my part at all.”
“If 1 hadn't changed any, maybe you
would always have been as tender as you
used to he," pleaded the happy wife.
“Perhaps so, and perhaps not; but 1
don't mean to leave you to try no such
plan. I tell you what it is, Jane, 1 feel
as if we hadn’t never been really married
till to-day. It most seems as if we ought
to take a wedding tower.”
“I'm afraid we’ll have to wait I ill next
summer for that,” was the smiling reice was

sponse.
“I suppose

we shall, but we’ll take it
then, certain; and I'll tell yon where

The

Lobster

and

Fisheries.

Menhaden

Maine

THK t'XDYIXG IDKGY
seems

to be

—rather he

dead,
seems

says the Lewiston Journal
to be such a stranger to the

fishery committee was
getting lonesome,
along came the closetime for moose and a general wake-up all along
the line, lint this is not all, as will be seen by
the following protest from a Rockland fisherwhen

man :—

“The fishermen in this locality are unanimous
in the opinion that the laws hi respect to the
taking of mackerel and lobsters should undergo
a thorough revision.
The law as it stands now
prohibits the taking of mackerel by seines in
or
harbor of our State less than three
any bay
miles wide; yet it allows the setting of nets in
these bays and harbors. Hut what is the object
in prohibiting the taking of mackerel on our
coast? I’nlike the menhaden and herring, they
do not come on our coast to breed. No one ever
sees a spawn in a mackerel aken in Maine waters.
The mackerel come into our waters not
to breed, but iu pursuit of food, or to avoid the
dog-fish, horse-mackerel, or the rapacious tidi
that prey upon them.
Our mackerel si mors arc htteil out at a large
expense; from four to ten thousand dollars are
required to fit out oneof these vessels; fourteen
or fifteen men on shares arc required to man
her. They follow the mackerel from the capes
of Virginia to the Hay t'haleur. They can take
them wherever they can find them—and to find
them is often a difficult thing—save in sight of
their own homes; hut they must suspend operations if the hay where they find them is less
than three miles wide. Why is lids'; To protect those who ti>h with lines in small boats, it
is said. If these men put auy capital into the
business, or if they caught any tish to amount
to anything, it might he wise to give them exclusive privileges, but to legislate so as to prrvent the taking of no more than a few barrels
might be obtained, cannot be defended on any

Mills, Lewiston.
Edwards Manufacturing Co., Augusta...
Farwell Mills, Lisbon.
Hallowed Manufacturing Co., Hallowed,
Had Manufacturing Co., Lewiston.
Laconia Conipanv, Biddeford.
Lewiston Mills, Lewiston.
Lincoln Mill, Lewiston, owned by Franklin Company..
Lockwood Company, Waterville.
Peppered Manufacturing Co., Biddeford,
York Manufacturing Co., Saco.

Continental

“Mary Ann, produce your diary," said
“Now turn to the heading
the mother.
of -Promises,’ and tell how many times
this marriage business was talked over."
“The footing is 214 times," answered
the girl.

things.
ster

Kennebec .Journal

from S nth Deer Isle as follows:
li appears to those- interested, that a strong
tl'ort will be made during this session of the
legislature, to pass a law for the protection of
lobsters on the coast of Maine, and that one of
the proposed measures i- to prevent canning
for a term of years, it is also apparent to those
interested that thi- move is instigated by lobster capitalists of New York and Massachusetts,
who lone expended their money in building
dam- across our creeks and coves along the
coast of Maine, foi the reception of lobs orwhich they are busied in buying throughout
tin- entire year. Legions of iobstors are thus

<

••The footing is 1 ,:i!45 times.”
“Very well. This lawyer wants to be
How many
sure that we’ve got a case.
times has Charles Henry said he would
die for you ?”
“Three hundred and fifty,” answered
the girl, as she turned over a leaf.
“flow many times has he called you an

angel
“Over 11.11(10, mamma."
“How about sqeezing hands f’
*■( )ver:is4.noti squeezes.”
“And kisses ?’’

“Nearly 417,000.”
“There’s our case,” said the mother,
she deposited basket and diary on the
lawyer's table. “Look over the documents, and if you want anything further
1 can bring in a dozen neighbors to
We sue for $10,000 damswear to facts.
ages, and we don’t settle for less than an
eighty-acre farm, with buildings in good
We'll cal 1 again next week—
repair.
good day, sir!” [Detroit Free Press.
as

The

Speed and Size of Atlantic

Waves.

The London Nautical Magazine for
this month contains an article by Captain
Kiddle, the Atlantic steamship commander, on the height and velocity of Atlantic
waves, a subject which, ; s he says, is to
seamen one of the most important of the
day. It has been asserted that the average velocity of great Atlantic waves is
Hut Captain
about nine miles an hour.
Kiddle states that he has frequently
measured the speed in Atlantic gales and
found it “twenty-live miles per hour,
plus the rate at winch the ship was
steaming through the water when nearly
or quite head to wind (say four knots an
hour).” This estimate is no doubt much
Dr.
nearer the truth than the former
Seoresby gave the rate of travel for waves
of the largest size at about thirty-two
miles an hour, and Lieutenant Maury
gave it as rarely exceeding thirty miles,
while other observers mention still higher figures as occasionally attained by
It is known
waves of excessive length.
that some of the great Atlantic gales
which assail the British coasts move progressively. as the English meteorologist
Ley recorded, at a rate of more than sixty miles an hour, and it is, therefore,
highly probable that in the severest hurricanes the ocean wave may be driven
with greater force than even the most
observant navigators suppose. Admiral
Fitzroy mentions that Scoresbv was sceptical as to the reports of seamen who recorded waves thirty feet high until his
last voyage, when he made measurements of some exceeding this height.
According to Captain Kiddle the height
from the trough to crest occasionally exceeds forty feet. The question is one of
great interest to safe navigation in the
heavy Atlantic winter gales, and the able
officers of Atlantic steamships would do
well to make careful observations on the
height, length and velocity of the “mountainous seas’’ they encounter.
[New
York Herald.
Butler’s

Consistency.

One of the first tilings that General Butler
hastened to do after he became the Governor of
Massachusetts was to make a tour of the State
House at eight o'clock in the morning to see
with his own eyes whether every officer and
clerk was at his post at that early hour. The
Governor has since abandoned his own post to
go to Washington to engage in private law

practice.

One of the reforms to which Governor Butler
next began to devote himself was economy.
He found that by stopping one or two Boston
papers—which had criticised him—he could
save several dollars a year to the taxpayers of
the Commonwealth, and accordingly he stopped
them. Now. having delivered himself of the
longest message ever submitted to the Legislature, he proposes that four times the usual number of copies shall be printed at the expense of
the State; and as lie has threatened to inflict
upon the Legislature a series of ponderous
special messages iu the near future—presumably
as soon as he can get the necessary time froiii
his private law practice—it is to he expected
that he will want a correspondingly large number of extra copies of each of these printed at
the expense of the people.
The Governor evidently believes in reforming
others, but not himself. [N. Y. Herald.
It is reported that the Prince of Wales will
visit Canada and the United States in March.

lish. know that every propagating lobster lias
millions of seeds adhering to it. lienee the necessity of its preservation. In addition to those
caged, very many are sent direct to markets out
of the State, at any season they may elect.
These lobsters average the buyers from two to
three cents each, and they (from these great resources) are already enabled to control the market price, as they can at will thrust millions on
the market or keep them out. 1-Aery intelligent
man must see that this system is robbing, not
only the poor fisherman, but the consumer.
Now our factories furnish labor to many hundred- of men, women and children, who would
lie thrown out of employment by this proposed
change in the lobstt r law.
It is asserted that Johnson A Young, of
Massachusetts, last .-ear put from bOD.UOO to
1 .out).null of lobsters into one pond, located at
Vinalharou. Now if this be true of a single
pond, by mathematical calculation, one can
form some estimate of the immense numbers
of tishes, deposited in these resources, that are
established at inter,ids along our entire coast.
We have one already, and it i- rumored that
others are to be established here during the

coming

season.
It scents to me imperative
with so
should In

passed

that

heavy

a

law

some

penalty

at-

tached that it would cflectually prevent the tak
ing of lobsters from the coast, for any purpose
after close time for the factories, which iu my
opinion should he the l-t of duly, to continue
closed till the middle of November. I sincerely
hope that something may be done to prevent
the wholesale slaughter ol this tish.hy rich corporations out of the State. If nothing is done
to arrest it. we shall have a similar experience
to that of the porgy
My readers will recollect
that only a few years ago. porgy tishiug furnished a living to thousands of our people,
when New York. I!h"de Island and Massachusetts, with their steamers, swept them so entirely from our waters, that the porgv has become
a thing of the past.
Now. gentleman of the legislature, we, the
fishermen of Maine, beseech that you will not
allow New York or Massachusetts corporations
to make our laws or us.
A

correspondent

of tin

Portland Press

com-

ments its follows on Mr. \Vi bit's I -iter:
Last Saturday’s issue of the Kennel. Journal contained a letter from Seth Webb. South
Deer Isle, upon the lobster law of Maine. If he
intends to convey the idea that the capitalists of
New York and Massachusetts are tryingtohave
a law passed by the present Legislature for the
protection of lobsters upon the coast of Maine.
1 think he is in error. They have had nothing
to do with it. but a move is being instigated by
the resident detilers of lobsters and hard-working fishermen, to have a law enacted that will
be a protection to the lobster business of this
State. If we can have a law that will prohibit
the catching of small lobsters for the entire
year, the business will be protected, for the reason that from fifty to sixty per cent, of the
number caught arc of less size than 10.1 inches
in length and before they an oldenoughto propagate. If this wholesale slaughter of small
lobsters can be stopped the business will revive
and the supply in a short time will be what it
was fifteen years ago.
It is evident to everybody that knows anything about the business
that unless something is done for the protection
of lobsters upon the coast of Maine they will be
nearly, if not entirely exterminated, ainl I believe it is the desire of nearly every dealer and
fisherman of Maine that such a law as I have
suggested should be passed by the present Legislature.
The

Foreign

Relations

of

Committee

the

United States Senate, which has been engaged
for some time in

taking testimony

in

regard

to

the menhaden fisheries, lias concluded this labor
and will now prepare a report to accompany
the bill, which is to be reported in a few days.
The burden of the evidence derived from every

included the testimony of fishermen,
members of the life saving stations along the
Atlantic coast, professors of the Smithsonian
Institution, who told of the habits of the lisli,
source

and the

parties

of tisli oil and

Uupliam,

interested in the manufacture

producing

a

fertilizer.

who last summer took

a

Senator

great deal of

testimony on the subject, says that the contest
between the fishermen who are contending for

living and the capitalists who have large
amounts invested in the oil business suggests

a

that the only remedy is for Congress to protect
the menhaden fisheries during the spawning
season, just as game, fish and birds are protected under State laws. New Jersey is now more

legislation than any other
State. The law passed by the Legislature of
that State was said to be unconstitutional, the
penalty being for taking menhaden within three
miles of the coast. The Attorney-General of
interested in this

the State called attention to the fact that Congress alone had power to affix
fences committed within tin

a

penalty

for of-

waters

of

United States, and hence this appeal for
tional legislation.

300,(XX)
1,000,000
1,000,000

500,000
000,000
1,200,000
!KM),ooo

the
na-

Reports have reached Sligo. Ireland, of deaths
by starvation on the Island of Innismurrav, off
the coast of county Sligo.

1

j

•‘i per rent., amount. $11,804: loth. Belfast (i’s
so-iis li. dividend ii per cent., amount. $20.g:tf>:
1st. Maine Central I!. K. IPs, dividend li per
cent., amount $5,500; loth. Maine Slate 4's xgSfi. dividend 2 per cent., amount $4.14b; 1st,
Maine Town bonds includes Hath. Damarisentta, Xoblehoro, Newcastle, Rockland. Thomaston and Waldoboro bonds issued in aid of the
Knox and Lincoln railroad company, payable
Hide and Leather Hank. Boston, amount $20.00(1; 1st, Portland (i’s 84-05, dividend i! percent,

$8,085.
Supreme

Court.
The Supreme court is a bail place fora pretentious display of legal learning, or a flourish
of oratory. The most successful advocates who
practice at its bar are those whose style is most
condensed and lucid, and who never travel
away from the essential matter in controversy.
They no doubt remember the anecdote of Chief
.Justice Marshall—an anecdote, by the way.
which lias been tacked on to many eminent
judges, but which Marshall's biographers claim
as belonging to him.
A pompous and tedious
advocate was rehearsing well-known and undisputeil rules of law, when the Chief Justice interrupted him. and said, “Mr. C., 1 think this
is unnecessary. There are some things which
a court, constituted as this is. may he presumed
to know."
Not always, even in recent times, however,
have the lawyers routined their speeches to the
clarified common sense and direct logic which
judges like to hear. Now and then the court is
forced to listen to flights of rhetoric which
bring half-amused and half-impatient looks to
the faces of the justices. Here, for example, is
a specimen of florid eloquence with which, not
many years ago, a lawyer opened his brief in an
important writ of error ease. The brief is still
shown as a curiosity in the office of the clerk of
the court:
■•May it please the Court: When the-bonnir
blue flag’ went down before the ’star-spangled
the
banner,’ and that glorious emblem of
Union, the Constitution and the Enforcement
of the l.aws,’ again waved in triumph
‘From Maine’s dark pines and crags of snow
To where tnagn flian breezes blow,’
it was fondly hoped th. t civil strife and contention were at an end, and that peace, quiet, and
repose had returned to bless the land.
••Hut these were

•Hopes which hut allured to fly;’
were, indeed, but
‘Joys that vanished whilst we sipped.’

"For scarcely had the roar of artillery ceased
and the smoke of battle cleared off, and scarcely bad the ink became dry on the parebmentsof
pardon which fell from tile executive hand,
‘Thick as autumnal leaves that strew the brooks

Vallomhrosa,’

before some
‘Of

the last few, who, vainly brave,’

theoretically, merely,

*I)ie for ttie

cause they eoulil not save,’
rushed into the courts, renewed the contest in
another form, and we are here to-day on a writ

Supreme Court of Louisiana,
victory obtained in tins new mode

of error to the

to

reverse

of

a

hostility and attack upon the power and authority of tile United States, and the rights of one
which are linnly based upon the same.’’ fFh V.

Smalley,

in The
The

Century.
Civil

numbering

Mart'll numbers of Wide

brace of articles which

a

be saitl to mark an

youth.”

This reference is to the paBoys,” by Rev. F. E.

Our Business

pers.

Clark,

gist of letters writsubject by eighty-three business

which contains the

ten him on the

of Portland, Me.
number of Golden

February

The

Days
Captain Chap; or.

tains the conclusion of
17

of New Guinea.

eon-

The

continuations of "Dame. Trot”

Rolling-Stones,
anil Lyon Hart,

beginning

and the

of

a

new

st-

b, Lieut. Orton, entitled “Ralph Gurney's

ria!

Speculation."

Oil

the

as

Budget well remarks, “may
era in the history of maga-

Six fishermen were lost in a gale from the
fishing schooner James A. Garfield, of Gloucester, Mass.

derful

Thomas llel-on. a Philadelphia wool broker
committed suicide recently bv jumping over
Niagara Falls.

There are.

which tells till about the

won-

"Mus’rat

oil wells of Pennsylvania.

Ben; or. A Boy's Experience in Trapping,” is
completed in two of the weekly numbers.
usual,

as

stories,

short

numerous

and the various

departments are well kept up.
James Elverson, publisher, Philadelphia.
The article in the January number of The international Review that will first attract Maine
readers is “A defence of American

Shipping”

The writer is well inform-

Brockway.

J.

hy

ed and discusses in au able manner the causes
of the decline incur commerce and

shipbuild-

and measures for their revival.

We shall

ing

take up this artich at another time. The other
papers are "The American Aristocracy," by

Eyre. -The Peerage of Great BritWeightman, "Corruptible EleHugh
by
The wife of ex-Prcsident Tyler, with her
daughter, is now in Washington, where the tv- ments in the Suffrage" by Henry Randall Waite.
•ently-granteil pension enables her to live.
"Paul Bert and Hie Jesuits" by William AlexAbout Ml.500 citizens of liniiana haw peti- ander Heydeeker. "Traces of International
tioned tie- Legislature to submit the proposed Law n Ancient <’hina."hy W. A. P. Martin,
prohibitory amendment to the popular vote.
“Currency or the Fundaments! Principles of
Col. Nicholas Smith, who ma vied one id' Horliterary Science." bi iimnanny M. Price Interace Greeley's daughb rs, i> in Washington seeknational Review Publishing <'o.. New York.
ing a diplomatic appointment. Italy i> his
The Art Amateur for February contains
choice.
some striking crayon and charcoal drawing-,
The newspapers and periodicals sent through
the New York Post Office last year weighed |n.including the Lions in Trafalgar Square, by 1.
ililo tons, the postage on which amounted to
Hopkinson Smith, a portrait of that artist in
Millet and Abbey, and a very life-like figure
The aeeumulatiuu of ice in flit; gorge at Nistudy by Geo. H. Houghton, whose beautiful
agara Falls is the gr etest ever known, and is
painting. "Flowers and Falling Leaves," i- also
much
to
doing
damage
property
along
already
the river.
handsomely reproduc'd. The illustrations of
"Inexpensive Home Decoration." by Lewis F.
It is claimed that Maiden lane. New York, is
tin greatest diamond mart in t!>""rid. am!
Day. and of "Japanese Decorative Art. by l>r
that tic gents can b bought cheaper there than
Drt sser, are numerous and extremely interestin Fttrope.
ing. Capital designs of narcissus, clover and
The Government i- about to bring suit against
barberries for jug and vase decoration- and a
the Union Pacific Railway to recover $l,(jno,UUO
clever honev-suekle design for a screen are
alleged to lie due on account of percentage on
net earnings.
given, besides a variety of suggestions for
ecclesiastical embroidThe l ulorado Kepublieaus haw nominated T. general decoration and
M. iiowen for V. >. Senator,
l'lius ends a long ery. The text of the number is especially
tight in the selection of a compromise candidate strong. Edward Stralian has an excellent arunknown to fame.
ticle on water color painting; Clarence Cook
The Massachusetts Temperance Alliance asks dissects without mercy tic
alleged Raphael at
fertile repeal of the liquor license law ami tile
the
Musi
mu: the art of the part
Metropolitan
enactment of a stringent prohibitory law with
measures for its cnforccnn lit.
year is reviewed: picture exhibitions in New
York and Philadelphia receive ample attention,
Dispatches from various points in northern
and "My Note Book" i- full of -harp paraNew England indicate that Friday morning
week was the coldest morning of the winter,
graphs. New houses of artistic ptvp m-imis in
ranging from 3n to :U degrees below zero.
New Y’ork and elsewhere are keenly criticised.
Lincoln L.

ain"

DIVIDENDS.

and who would

Awake contain

men

simply

The Massachusetts legislative committee oil
woman's suffrage have decidt il to report a hill
in favor of municipal suffrage for women.

following dividends will lie payable in
February : loth, Augusta ( ity (i’s '87, dividend

In

crow

store-

300,000

The

they

killing

A bill has been introduced in the New Yoik
Legislature providing for bit nnial elections ami
sessions ol' the Legislature.

Iii a letter to the Oxford Demoerat, Mr.
rebukes the Jail Commissioners of
Maine. The Oxford Demoerat adds: "The
law makes it their duty to visit the jails once
in three months; but for two years no member
of the Hoard has been near the Oxford jail.
Yet they presume to criticize the jail, anil impliedly its management : and in order to do so.
pick tip ’store talk' without stopping to consider, as Mr. Wright so pointedly shows, that
their complaint is barred by a State provision.
The trouble with half our State institutions is
just this the Commissioners appointed by law
do not half attend to their duties. They report
everything all lovely, or pile criticism unjustly
upon some well conducted institution, without
having obtained correct information concerning
it. Uurcounty jail is good enough for any criminal who may be committed to it. and it is so
safe and secure that no prisoner can escape except by the door, through the carelessness of
the jailer."

the

$100,000

Joshua Hutchinson, the oldest survivor of the
Hutchinson family, died at Milford. N. IP. on
Sunday week, aged 72.

Wright

in

a

The New Orleans Picayune thinks that reciwith Mexico naans annexation.
It
doesjiave that look.

T1IK COl'N’TY JAILS.

Bathos

publishers, Boston.
The February anil
critic of the Boston

procity

11

and

and

$220,000
40,000
40,000
75,000
50,000
175.000
100,000
24,000
100,000
20,0()u
750,000
150,000

gentleman who has had eleven
i*--* ii
lit !!i'u^ ini!' -iii nil in in
j" 11> *
tcrior Maine, has decided to unpack his trunks
and retire from the road. He says lie’s had all
he wants of north wind and cold sheets, and
gives the following account of his last trip: "1
was caught in the Kangelcy Lake region, one of
the coldest of our recent severe nights. They
put me in a great square room in the northeast
corner of the hotel.
There were four windows
in it and there was a big ventilator over the
door.
There was such a draft through the
room that 1 couldn't help shivering though I
built a red-hot tire in the air-tight and hugged
the stow. I looked at the sheets. They were
so cold that they were blue.
Thought f. ‘this
i- going to be a hard night,’ and I piied my big
ulster and other overcoat on the bed. to help
out.
Whew ! wasn't it cold the next morning—
A"> degrees below zero. 1 was quite comfortable under my ulster, but I heard a woman, who
occupied the next room, scream like thunder
w hen -lie got up and lit on the oil-cloth.
Yes,
I've made up my mind that I've been on the
road long enough.'’ [Lewiston Journal.

Repartee

painter

New York tradesmen say there is by no means
so much money in circulation as a
year ago.

ON THK ROAI> LONG KNOt'Glf.

amount

were

zines for

raiding

shipwrecked English
were massacred by natives

A Lewiston

>'

steal is

stores and
in Southwestern Nevada.
arc

A

400.000

$2,124,000
I here are numerous other woolen mills in the
State owned in a private capacity, and if these
were added to the above it would probably
swell the amount invested to about double the
capital stock of the above mills, which have
been organized into corporations. The cotton
mills are largely owned by capitalists residing
in other States, and the passage of a ten-hour
law will art’ect them more than it will the woolon
industry, which is operated as a general
thing by Maine men. who are therefore taxed
but once on their business, while the former are
taxed twice—once on their stocks and again on
the real estate wherever the mill they are interested in is located. The investigations of the
Journal correspondent lnts convinced him that
the proposed ten hour law would prove a great
obstruction to the investment of capital, and
that it would lead to a decrease in the production of goods and it cutting down of wages.

>

is dead.

The Canadian sport of tobagganing is
sliding down hill on a cushioned board.

$10,840,000

“Now turn to the heading of‘Darling,’
and give us the number of times he has |
applied the term to you.’’
“Il 1 have figured right, the total is 0,254 times.”
caged yearly.
our factories put up nothing but small lob■■1 guess you counted pretty straight,
ster-: never is a seed lobster canned; but no
for you are good in arithmetic. Now
discrimination i- used in n gard to those that
turn to the heading of ‘Woodbine Cotare pounded. Lobsters of every description are
tage,' and tell us how many times he has found there.
All persons who have any knowledge of this
talked of such ti home for you after mar-

riage.”

keepers

WOOLEN.

mi: i.OHSTKU.

queried

Thieves

for Febru-

Chemistry

in its popular and instructive manThe editorials and editorial notes are able
and interesting.
Journal of Chemistry Co.,

Artificial ice is driving out the American ice
companies from Havana.

..

There is reason for prohibiting the taking of
tin porgy or menhaden; they conic in shore to
breed, and il would be a wise act for Congress
to protect that tish from destruction.
The porgy lias disappeared from the oast of Maine and
unless it receives protection from Congress.it
is likely to become extinct along the entire Allant ic coast.
There is a law on our statute book, placed
there professedly to protect the lobster, but it
don't protect, nevertheless; i' is a fraud, found'd on the deceitful hypothesis of how not to do

The Boston Journal of

ner.

hoard the fimbria but 72

The latest Philadelphia
swindle in the gas office.

1,500,000
500,000

Dexter Woolen Mills, Dexter.
Georges River Mills, Warren.
Johnson Woolen Co., Wayne.
Knox Woolen Co., Camden.
Moosehead Mills, East Wilton.
Xewidiawanick Co., South Berwick.
Pondicherrv Co., Bridgton.
Head Held Woolen Co., Read Held.
Robinson Manufacturing Co., Oxford...
Saco River Woolen Co., West Buxton_
Vamsalboro Woolen Mills, X. Vassalboro,
Wiuthrop Mills Co., Winthrop.
Worumbo Manufacturing Co., Lisbon
Falls.

on

Publishing Co.,

pharmacy

Gustave Pore, tin- famous French
designer, is dead.

COTTON.

reasonable grounds.

6.

Generalities.

Out of 477
saved.

Russell

unexcelled.

Boston.
ary treats of familiar science, practical chemistry and t lie arts, agriculture, and medicine'and

English say “postcard.”
Flotow, the musical composer,

Androscoggin
$1,000,000
Barker Mill, Auburn.
340,000
Bates Manufacturing Co., Lewiston.
1,000,000
Cabot Manufacturing C<>., Brunswick_
000,000

1

graphy

The

FACTORIES.

The agitation for the enactment of a ten hour
law has led the Maine correspondent of the
Boston Journal to endeavor to ascertain the extent to which cotton and woolen manufacturing is carried on in this State, and what effect
the enactment of such a law would have upon
the industry. There are at present fifteen corporations organized and engaged in cotton manufacturing, and fourteen corporations engaged
in the manufacture of woolen goods.
The
names and capital of the several companies was
as follows:

shores of Maine that the

Sell) Webb writes to the

Miscellany.

M AIXE M A X L

Il was found sonii years since that the lobcanning establishments on our coast were
we'll go, wife—that’s to t'hautauipiy" I de-troying all the large lobsters, and threatenannihilation
of that valuable erustaeea. and
ing
[The Congregationalist.
legislation for its protection was demanded.
Massachusetts passed a law against selling lobster' less than in inches in length.
A similar
A Young Man’s Peril.
law was iii'i-ted upon in this State, hut in comI
MISS MAliY ANN AND II Kit M«»TIIKli HAY K ('«*N
pliance witli those engaged in canning,an emasculated law was enacted. For eight months m
Sl'LTKD A I.AWYMir.
the year, the prohibition is in force; for the reThey were in to see a lawyer yesterday i maining four mouths the canning establishments
Mary Ann and her mother. Mary Ann are allowed to catch and destroy, no matter how
but the old small.'everything they can take. .Millions of litwas a little embarrassed,
tle one-are
of little value, which if
When they spoke suffered to destroyed",
woman
was calm.
grow would be of some account.
about a breaeh-nt-promise case the lawThe result is, the lobster is growing small by
degrees and beautifully less, under this benefiyer asked :
cent legislation. Such a law is about as w ise as
“What evidence have you got ?"
it would be to prohibit stealing or any other
“Mary Ann, produce the letters," com
crime for only eight months in the year." It will
mantled the mother; and the girl took lie said that it is to protect the lobster while
and
rental
kwillow
basket
the cover off a
breeding. The lobster is a tish that dues not
ed that she thought 027 letters would do keep the run of the seasons; he breeds the year
round. This law is a swindle : will the Legislato begin on.
The other 051 would be
t lire correct t he cheat ?
soon
as
the
case
was
as
fairly
produced

before the court.
••Ami outside of these letters f"
the lawyer.

NUMBER

Magazines.

With the .January issue The Age is changed
in form, enlarged and improved. The price is
reduced to $1 per year. Knowlton, McLeary
& Co., publishers, Farmington, Me.
The February number of the Nursery and
Our Little Ones well maintains the reputation
of this favorite magazine, pictorially and otherwise. Its illustrations are gems and its typo-

Bights Bill.

The section of the Civil Rights bill which the
Supreme Court of the United States has declared to be unconstitutional reads as follows:
See. 35111. If two or more persons in any
State or Territory conspire, or go in disguise
on the highway or on the premises of another,
for the purpose of depriving, either directly or
indirectly, any person or class of persons of the
equal protection of the laws, or of equal privileges or immunities under the laws; or for the
purpose ot preventing or hindering the constituted authorities of any State or Territory
from giving or securing to all persons within
such State or Territory the equal protection of
the laws; each of such persons shall be punished by a tine of not less than §500 nor more
than §5000. or by imprisonment, with or without
liaril labor, not less than six months or more
than six years, or both such tine and imprisonment.
The above section of the act in question refers only to the punishment of persons who
prevent the authorities of States from giving to
persons therein protection under the laws.
The point raised is that State officers are not
responsible to the United States for the discharge of their duties, and consequently IT. S.
Courts cannot punish those who interfere with
such officers or authorities in the discharge of
their duties.
Robert Collyer gives sound advice when he
says: “Never sav that the past was belter than
to-day is: read the new books, understand all
the new ideas, and keep to your faith in God
and in man and in the victory of good over
evil."

President iieiivoii of the Boston l’aeitie bank
lias been discovered living near Montreal. lie
says he was only the tool of others and will
come hack and vindicate himself at the right
time.

There

The experiment of sending frozen mutton
from Australia to London has resulted in a
pecuniary failure. The company engaged in
the business lost $lo,000 on the impoPati n of
31.000.

year.

Kx-Secretary Blaine attended a banquet given
by the British Minister at Washington, the
Gen3(>tli, in honor of the Marquis of Lone
eral Sherman and Secretary Frelinglniysen wen
present.
The sugar men are very unhappy in view of
the possible amendment to the tariff proposed
by Senator Frye, it reduces the tariff to about
half a cent per pound on the average, or half
what both committees propose d.

valuable articles

art

fan painting,

on

and needle-work, and various
topics relating to bric-a-brac, and art in dress
Price, tt.") cents; -J a
arc agreeably discussed.
china

painting

Montague Marks, publisher.
Square, New York.
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The returns made to the

Fish am> Fisiiim;.

Secretary of State by the Inspectors of Fish for
the

year

ending

N<>\. doth, issg.

Mackerel sb.4sg_

arc a*

barrel*; henjng,

follows

Id.477

:

bar-

rels; 'hail, bsTbairels; cod, b.Tbg barrels; alewives, dug barrels, and lb barrels of sword fish.
These returns

are

considered reliable,

not

as

compelling returns to he made is not
complied with by all tic* inspectors. The total
amount would be considerably in x«•«—• of the
the law

«•

to the figures prepared I- Mr. MePherson, clerk of the Houseof Representatives,
the next House will he composed of 130 Republican*, o readjust* r*. 3 greenback-labor, .">
independents and I'D Democrats.

above figures. The nam< s of three Portland
Inspectors. F. Hrown, t I). Thomas and J. F.
Greene, do not appear in the list of returns,

The grand jury lias returned a presentment
against William Dickson for corruptly endeavoring to influence the votes of hi* fellow
jurors in the last Star route trial. The report
that the jury refused to indict was false,

0(io barrel* <f

According

Mr. John B. Gough lias not yet recovered
from tin attack of sickness that seized him
while lecturing in Brooklyn. N. V.. last month,
and has hail in consequence to postpone the
fulfilment of several lecture engagements.
1 >r. tleorge 51. Board, a well-known physician
ami author of several popular medical works,
died ia New York. Tuesday.of pneumonia. He
was Lorn in Meriden. Ct.. a gradttati of Yale
in the. class of isi;-j, and was about 40 years old.
The estate of tin late Hubert 1.. Stuart of New
York, who gave away immense sums during hilifetime, was left to his widow. The ipie-tion
now agitating directors of charitable institution.is what will she do with it ? The estate i- \ allied
at about ten millions.
The lee Palace was one of the mo-t attractive
features of the carnival at .Montreal. The walls
and tower of the structure were to the height of
ova r nO feet of solid-blocks of ice, the loof wamade of green boughs deluged with watet and
the whole editiee was illuminated bv the electric

light.
The sponge business at Key \Ve-t has been
seriously interfered with thi- season by bad
weather and the excessive taxes mposed on
American fishing smacks in t tibun waters by
tiie Cuban authorities, and tin spongers have
lost heavily in consequence.
that monarch 01 the

seas,

the

Ureal Ka-tei n,

lying idle at Milford Haven, Eng., not only
eating its head oft'but consuming it- If generally.
The despairing owners have ottered her at
auction and begged for proposals for a charter
for the gigantic craft, lint all to no purpose.
There is mill'll dill’erenee of opinion among
members of Congr-ss and so-called experts as
to t he etl'eet of certain features of tin Way and
is

A cotAleans Tariff bill on certain industries.
ton manufacturer, for instance, says that the
cotton schedule will reduce the revenue
per
cent., while an expert savs it will increase it by
about $460,000.
Kowle and Eager of

Newton. .Mass., have

given bonds in $10,1)00 and $.">.ouo respecti\e]y,
for alleged misappropriation of funds of the

An additional indictPacific Bank of Boston.
Ai,title
ment charges them with conspiracy.
victims of the Bank managers hope no guilty
But Benyon, tin leading conman will escape.
spirator, has left tile country.
Airs, A. T. Stewart's elegant new mansion,
which was erected at a cost of $1,000,000, seems
to be more of a burden than a pleasure to its
mistress. Liv ing alone in the midst of an army
of servants, she is in constant dread of being
stolen by ruffians and held for ransom, ami toe
threatening and begging letters which she receives do not make her existence more agreeable.
The developments that have come to light concerning the Paeitie Bank are truly astonishing,

though from what has before been known of
President Benson’s transactions one is not so
much amazed at anything new that is discover-

ed. In the ease of Crane money seems to have
been thrown away recklessly, without any apparent corresponding advantage to be received.
It is difficult to understand w hy the bank examiner in his investigations did not discover the
fraudulent nature of these transactions.

Clippings.
It is a strong point in favor of the bill restoring tlie death penalty tt at the judiciary committee of the Legislature is nearly unanimous in
its support. There is no doubt' that the numerous murders committed in the State of late
years have caused a reaction in public sentiment on tliis point.
[Phillips Phonograph.
It is generally conceded that the proposition
to make Maine a November State was wise.
The excitement and expense of two elections
every four years would be avoided by the
change. The adverse report of the. judiciary
committee on the matter is therefore much to
be regretted.
[Portland Advertiser.
The Democrats in the New York Legislature
have a new terror to face. The New York Civil
Service Association has prepared a bill upon the
plan of the Pendleton measure, which extends
competitive examinations in every branch of
tlie State Government, and to municipal governments of cities having over 50.000 population. It will lie supported by the Republicans,
but tlie Democrats will try to smother it in

committee.

There is renewed discussion of the feasibility
water-tight compartments for ocean steamships, but no way has yet been suggested of
subdividing tlie vessel amidships, where a large
compartment is necessary to accommodate fifteen or twenty furnaces and b ilers, with coalbunkers, engines and machinery.
of

packed ld.nou or 14.mackerel.The Hat h 'Time' <ays :
of pounds of pickerel per day can hr
(’obo.'sccontcc pond by an enterprisclaim to have

though they
Hundreds

bought at
ing fisherman. One fisherman told us yesterday, that with half a dozen lines, one was sun*
of from thirty to fifty pic kerel a day. An enan
manipulate lilies
terprising fisherman
enough to make a fortune in fish.Martinsville shore fishermen report a scarcity of fidi;
as the fishermen say, “they have struck oil’."..
Koseneath of
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full cargo of

'This i- the first arrival
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Puhnieo.

Friday

Scotia, arrived at Gloucester

from Newfoundland this

season,

but

several

the way of a fleet comprising'
dozen first class vessels.The Kiehmond H< <
says: The eel business on Kastern river lvas
Sheldon lias
.1. \\
closed for tlii- season.
vessels are
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bought and shipped
eels, and J.
hundred
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weight

to
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to
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New York, one ton
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fourteen

"
otia apph in London ar worth from
It is7 per barrel and in great demand.
estiniatt d that witliin five \*»ars tIn crop «.f apples in ilie valley- of Annapolis and Kings
county, will exceed bun.non barrels.
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If the Maine Pre
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Association, on their exJuly, take* the boat at

cursion to Halifax next

Annapolis, they will pass through
apples grow, and
valleys in which tie
which comprise the section of the count r\

St.

John to
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known

as

the Garden of Nova Scotia.

route also takes tin* tourist
of

through

the

1

■

>

s

Longfellow’s Evangeline.
The Shipping Bill.

The hill for the promotion of the Anni 1
r«merchant marine, as it passed the 11 u <
It provides tor
eentlv ought to heeome a law.
relieving shipping engaged in the ton ‘urn trade
from the thousand and on* petty annovam*
and expenses which have mi long hampered
American ship masters and owners.
It also aims to eorreet consular abu>* s abroad
and to prevent the fleecing of sailors by landsharks at horn*-. All tin s<- things are eminently right and proper; things that should have
been done long ago: tilings the n< e.-ssitv for
which free ship and anti-free ship nun are

agreed

upon.
All ila s* tilings will tend to remov<• ••certain
tin s an a
burdens on the Ameriean marine
vast improv* uieftt upon the present laws relative to the shipment and discharge "f seam«-n,
but nobody should beeomt* imbued with the
idea, that all this, excellent as i: i<, \\ ill encourage tin* foreign trade to the extent of itiereasing
it. 1’inter tie new bill, it it becomes a law,
shipping engaged iti the foreign trade will be
loss annoyed l»ut not more profitable. Tin bill
fails to strike at the root of the ditheulty. It
fails utterly to provide any measure for 1 lacing
shipping on a footing similar to that of our >'0111
petitors either in the matter of first cost or of
taxation.
In the matter of lir-t cost, the tree-ship men
proposed to equalize it hy tree ships and five
materials, while tin anti-tree ship men proposed to equalize it by a rebate of duty on materials useit. Both plans were rejected, which action shows of how little importune! the ditlcrence in first cost is anyway, and how easily
each side gave this point up rather than lose
others.
But it was in the matter of taxation that both
parties showed their lark of backbone. They
substantially agreed that State and municipal
of the American carrytaxation is the Me e
ing trade; the constitutionality of declaring all
shipping under the protection of the I'nited
States was practically unquestioned; it is well
known that our sharpest competitor. England,
taxes only the net income of shipping, and that
to the extent of but one per cent. per annum,
while American shipping is taxed like all other
property; it has been shown again and again, in
Congress and out. that it is taxation more than
anything else that puts the American merchant
marine at a disadvantage with our competitors
for the earning trade. And yet the provision
for its abolition was tenderly removed, and
what purported to be a bill for the encouragement of the carrying trade w as passed with the
“encouragement’’carefully left out I
The political spook that frightened both sides
into letting severely alone this question of taxation of shipping is not far to seek. We have
only to say that it comes with ill grace from the
representatives of those parts of the I'nited
States whose importance was made possible
only by liberal land subsidies—it comes with ill
grace to oppose such a measure as the one so
quietly strangled to death by its friends for fear
of sectional opposition. Such weakening is not
statesmanship, and it is hoped that the Senate
will be able to take a broader view of the matter.
[Boston Commercial Bulletin.
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Lynn. fell overboard Saturday
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If our readers have carefully read Senator vice reform, the Democracy repudiates the first
I
II we. the pre-ent 1 'o-tiiui-ter (Jemral.
tiie property, to say nothing of the lives, -die
I rye
ahead, hi- head Hies hack. In describes circles
w a- appointed Po-tmaster at
Ib adville K< nspe ech on the duty of cotton manufac- efforts to
has been instrumental in saving, make
it about. tIn* 1 >emoernti<* jig will
a
bring
up
nebe county. Maine, .him- 12. 1*11. 11
wa*
turing. and bi- speech elsewhere published in
with his arms in the air.
He keeps pulling his
brilliant record for her officer- and crew.
relieved b\ Pre-ideut Tyler for political rea- thi- is-ue on the sugar duty, they will have ad- he linished in very short order" says the Poston
iice|> hack, but they won't stay. They rattle
diti"iial reason to agree that Maim* in the F. S.
sons.
Post. Judging from tin* past performances of
Sciinic newr stood higher than to-day. [Lew- the Democrats their
A tornado of l»n< ! duration visited Portland
All
The Port land Advertiser perl incutly t emarks : on the tioor like tin thunder in a theatre.
jig will he an exceedingly
W die*sda\ afternoon. .Fan. MM, tearing oil' iston Journal.
tin* time he i- going over backward.
He
Next to reform of the larill'lhe most
brief one.
import"iirii". blowing down chimney* and causing
ant measure before Congress i- tiie removal of
throws out his stomach, he hemls his head for* oniinotion at the north side.
A Brilliant Wedding.
N<» serious damburdenIt was suggested that the next annual excurupon shipping. The discouraging word
age was done.
ward, his km es crook, ami finally his heels
comes from
Washington that there j- little
\\ \ s; I ini 1111\. Fell. (i.
Miss Alice S. Blaine, sion of the Maine Press Association should la*
The falling oil' in the production of tie New
from tin- tioor like a slice of raw liver from
chance
for
the
of
slip
the
passage
-hipping hill bv
Knglaiid cotton mills in coiMMjuencc of the daughter of Kx-Scc.vtarv Blaine, was lo-day to Boston and New York. If the trip could the Senate thi- session. An
extraordinary efa plate, and with a crash like a ten strike in a
man h d at lier fatlier's residence in this city tii
drouth has had an effect to strengthen the marBren t < ol. John s. ( oppinger, of the I'n'ited
only he made now, wealth) editors like (iilinau fort should lie made to reach the bill if possible, how ling alley, all of him lies on tin- floor in as
ket. Lewiston's production has fallen oil*a |< s*
liven if enacted unaltered as sent from the
Males Army.
Tl..
was performed
and Morrell might indulge in strawberries at
percentage than that of other New Lngland
wrecked a condition as is possible to imagine,
House it will atford considerable relief, w hich
hi Rev. I'r. <'happellc, of st, .Mathews Catlimanufacturing cities.
a quart and pouches at $J each.
$10
is
belter than none at all.
and had you contrived the whole tiling you
oiie Church and was witnessed by a brilliant
.!. **( Hun ks, a well known citiz n of I’anassemblage of ladies and gentlemen prominent
could ll"t have bettered jp |b»\ s, lea 1*11 to skate.
gor, died suddenly Thursday, of h< art disease
The .Marquis of Borne has returned to CanaMr. Joseph Harris, Moreton Farm. Itoehesin Washington society.
in hi' sleigh at lin-wer.
Among them were
There is lots to il that 1 have not even alluded
da.
lie
received
much
attention
in
President
Arthur
and
all
the
X.
lias
sell!
us
liis
ter,
A'.,
Hew
members
of
the
In Kittery, Thursday last, Phu b< Ingersol!
Washington
Catalogue of to.
( abitiet now m tie
Justices
of
the
this
life
at
the
city.
mature age of one bunSupreme and New Yolk and created a favorald impres- Field, Garden and Flower seeds, for lss:!.
departed
t 'ourt. a large lumber of Senators and
dr* d years and two months. Mon than a cenP.eprc- sion everywhere. The Princess Louise is in Those who want
s- illativegood, fresh ..Is, direct from
and nearly all the members of the
tenarian.
The defaulting State treasurer of Alabama,
>ome of the French scholars at
Diplomatic ( orps. together with the ladies of Bermuda, where she will spend the remainder the grower, will do well to send for Mr. Har- carried «»I1’his bond. lie took also the records
Fort Kent
their
latnilies
and
the otliee of secretary of Slate.
have contributed to the Longfellow statue
respectin*
many officers of of the winter.
ris’Xew Catalogue for IS-."!.
It is sent free to of it from
fund. Many of them an* descendants of tin* tie- army and Navy. ('oppinger is now on Gen.
all
Vincent, tin* defaulting Treasurer of Alabama,
applicants. Address. Joseph Harris, MorePore's stall'as Inspector General of the DepartAcadians immortalized by the pod in ‘•Fvanwho is reported to have reached Canada, not
ment of Missouri with headquarters at Fort
Jacksonville, Florida, newspapers and Jack- ton Fanil, lto< liester, X. V.
and are warmly interested in the
geline**
lost money in cotton, but is said to have
onl\
Beaveiiworth; his army position is Major of sonville correspondents furnish very little inproject.
left thousands on the gaining tables.
The Washington correspondent of Harper's
Since the year
tin* number of seafaring tin loth Regiment Infantry.
formation concerning the Jacksonville bar. Inmen from Koekport who leave been Inst at sea
Bazar speaks of a Congressman who buttons
The Southern imposition will be held at
deed, one would hardly know from them that
and died away from home, is .V_>. Figliteen <>f
The Hudson River ice Harvest.
Louisville, K>.. beginning August I, lss;», and
his wife's boots. Some of the M. < Vs have the
such an obstacle to commerce exists.
thi- iiumF»cr were captains. 'Ibis estimate i*
\t the time of
continuing one hundred days.
The Albany livening Journal publishes a stareputation of doing more than that for other this w lit ing. o\ er ^Jd^.OOO have been subscribed
given hv a gentleman from memory, and probThe weather sharps say that the backbone of ladies.
of
ably tin* full number exceeds that given con- tistical report of till1 result of the ice harvest
Louisville
and
is now being
the
people
by
along the Hudson River, now drawing to a winter is broken. And so are the backbones of
siderably.
paid in. and new subscriptions are being reAlberi P. Gould, K><]., was united in mar- close. From careful estimates it is conceded
Great Hoods are reported in IVnnsylvania, ceived daily.
riage Thursday morning to Miss Stella 'Prow- the yield will be nearly tl,000,000 tons, which is those who have had to carry fuel up one or
Last year Mr. Joseph Harris, Moreton Farm.
bridge. at tin* residence of the bride's father, one of tin' largest harvests, if not the largest, two flights of stairs during the. protracted cold Ohio and Indiana. The losses are enormous
ottered to send seeds to childRochester, N. 'i
Fdwin Trowbridge, of Tbomaston. 'Pin* new- ever taken from the Hudson. Not so many
and many people have been driven from their
weather.
ren under fifteen years of age, at twenty-live
ly married couple left soon after tin* marriage new houses were built last fall as the previous
homes.
than
less
on tin* train for an extended tour through tin*
catalogue rates. In his new
percent,
one; still those constructed arc quite large and
The Boston papers all make mention of the
south.
increase the storing capacity in the neighborcatalogue for 1NNJ, lie continues the same oiler.
“Gath" should change his namu-to "Gab.” Send for his catalogue and see what he has to
Ball. We thought tigers yelled.
hood of 200,000 tons. 'The ice gathered
Governor Kohic is to give a reception to
ranges Tigers
It i- sent free. Address,
[Lewiston Journal.
in thickness from M to 20 inches, and,
member." of tin* legislature and ladies ;md bis
say on the subject.
owing to
the low condition of the river when it froze
friends in Maim* and other States on Thursday
“Sunset" Cox made a speech in the House the
How would (ias do?
Joseph Harris, Mon ton Larin. Rochester, N. V.
evening. February loth, in Granite Hall, Aug- over, is as clear as crystal. The housing this other day in favor of free
Not a dollar toward the assessments levied
soap, lie representusta.
year cost from 4 to 7 cents less per ton than
If is a poor outlook for Maine ice this season.
Rank stockholders has yet been reon Pacilie
last year. Notwithstanding the erv of short ed on this occasion the “unwashed Democrats.”
Phe suit of cx-< Councillor Fogg against
ceived by Receiver Price.
Although all the
Spencer Rogers of Portland, for alleged false crop last winter, about 100,000 toils remained
Air. B. L. Arbeeam has resigned the I’reasstockholders ha\e not joined the association for
“The women of Maine are doing nobly for urership of the American Loan and
imprisonment, which lias been on trial at in the houses unsold at the beginning of tin*
Trust mutual defence, they are evidently of one
Auburn, resulted in a disagreement of tin* jury year. Nearly oO.OOO tons of this was tee gath- tbit cause of
temperance,” remarks the Wo- Company and assumed the management of the mind, and one of the most interesting controvered in lsso. which has been heldever since for
Saturday.
investment bond business of the Maverick ersies in tin* history of litigation will In* the
man’s Journal.
a good market.
Memorial exercises on the death of Hon.
But little ice is being stacked.
National Bunk of Boston.
result. The fees to court officers for simply
Flisha If. Allen were held by the Penobscot bar
entering the four hundred or more eases
We are indebted to Senator Hale for public
Governor Stoncmun, of California, in his
Monday. There were addresses by Hon. HanapA new planet has been discovered
by an against tin* stockholders, serving of writs etc.,
nibal Jiamlin and others.
pointments to office chooses old pioneers.
documents.
astronomer at V ienna.
amount to ov er *7ouo.
\ \
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cou| le ot hard wood mailt ts
the lower end of the spine, and a pail

• In- toree .>1
tit'

a

h that when 1 got up my coat was
waist.d P r me by about a couple ..f
| had hardly struck the floor when

s.

nn
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1

into the air. and
thud that s< tiled me to-
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hit
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ablation had deep used »illei 1*70 ha',
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legislature,

in a v< ry slippery place. Theoretiall you have t" do is to slide one foot out
with a -katiiig-like stroke, a little on the outside ml ei's. md then the other, and so on. keep-

assured, of the life of tic senior Bennett

and of hi-

ply

ten

I \V

arrangements M whit 1: we ear. ff< r to those
scouring new subscribers ; r tin Journal, copies of
tile Kvv. T. t.erri>h's p.jpuhii'
Anu> Life.
A Private’s Uotninix vn< «•' ,»* ;h« W.-r,” m pn« e

.«

provision
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FOR

Vicinity.

and

Belfast

of

\i>

made

ami

.and the usage has been to revalue
years. Our Ian makers fail to com-

••

every

receive the requisite two-thirds majority in the

cally.

or a

1 lie emistitutiou say s the valuation
oft< a as once in ten years,
i ni'

as

(except

and will be submitted to the popular vote." The Kennebec Journal und'-r tincaption of "Keep Fai h witli the People." <a\ ;
At tie ltepubliean State ...mention held in
Portland last June, a prohibitory resolution
was
adopted without a dissenting voice, the
closing sentence of which is as follow -:
"W'e further recommend tic suhmissii.it
the people of a constitutional prohit.it..n
amendment.”
1 he convention was comprised of men fresh
from the people.
The) were eltosen with a
view to action upon tin i|uesii,>n of prohibition
as well as upon other matters
placed in tin
State platform.
The) deliberately placed iti
the platform the foregoing words tit r< lation to
the submission of a prohibitory aim mine it;.
There had been a loud call, its tin n is a! the
present time, to giv, tht people a banco t,
'of* upon 11' proposition to aim ml tl
tut ion in the manner designated,
lie K, pm
Means in tin State t omentioii said b-. t!i- ;r
resolution, in substance, we recommend
tln-y have such a chance to vote.
! yy as
thought that the people d tin Mat. had a right
to such an opportunity to amend their e,.:ntitliti.m. If they wanted the amendment proposed they won hi vote it into their eons' :nir ion ;
if they did not want it the) would yote it
down. Did not tin Republican conven ion do
right? We think it did. uni rvt ti i-t the lb
publican members of the legislature yviti
to it
that the resolve now pending lief re tinHouse reei i' s tin support to yvhleli it is entitled. not only hi call' of the ivcomniendaiiou
tound in tie R. publican Mutt platform. Ini' 'I
the broader and higher ground that yvinii tin
a- are vy itm
d by
people ask in simli numb
the mine upon the petitions yvbii h hay tl
tied tin b'gislatuiv. for a < iianet t
ml
upon
amending the 'institution, tin y ought to bay
the priy ilege.

PlIFMIl

Tile

on the failure of the state to maki
the deeade valuation in ls*n. instead of 1**1.

liq-

A roller skate

too.

News

Valuation.

State

comments

for medicinal ami manufaeturiiur
purposesi within the limits of the State, will

sewing circle,

on castor-,

s

those who conn to Belfast

or

rollers, and i- strapped to the foot
like a skate
\\ hen you get up on them for the
first time \eu feel like a thousand dollar statue

as Hr. Johnson's
antipathy to the
Jew's hatred of pork, fell far short
of Bennett's hatred for his native ceuntrv."
Then follows a sketch, not flattering in detail,

rest

we

mimvita

comparisons

|

uors

new

look- very much like the platform of a wooden
toy horse. It is a piece of wood on four lig-

He tells us of Bennett's -r. .kh»s
and inconsistent career." and says1:
All such
Scotch,

of children,

a

and it left if- mark on

in earnest.

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
nave the address of paper- changed, must state the
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the office to which it is to go.

could get vaccinated for it. it
struck its and we have all had it. It went
through Belfa-t like measles through a family

Before

ter.

w

The

To THE K.'HTOR OK THE JOl’RXAI. :
Journal of last week hail some tigurs

to ink oon-

says: "We presume that it i- inevitable that
the amendment to the eon-titution
prohibiting
the sale and manufacture of intoxicating

Roller skating is

a

Capital.

imkmi.mi ni
STITl'TIOX.

di-ease with list his win-

it were- than I ever got in the same time
before, or behind either.

England, and of foul calumnies upon her people." The magazinist is ev idently very much

203 Broadway, V Y.
Horace Dodd, 2*to Washington St.. Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., lo spruce St.. New York.
J. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

State

PKoHir.rroin

The leading topics at Uigusta last week were
prohibition and the restoration of the death
penalty. With regard to the former, some
doubt is expressed as to the enactment of the
legislation that more than .'!U.U00 persons have
petitioned for. although the Maine Farmer

me as

recall, in

\ork Herald, who is accused of “gross misrepresentations of the law- and institutions of

K.

Administrators. Executors and Guardians
Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please ?•• -tate to the Court.

we

contempt James (iordon Bennett! of the N.

the .lour

desiring their

as

The
mi:

dropped into the skating rink the other evening, yes "dropped", that is the exact word for
that particular occasion, and in an hour’s time
1 gain d mere knowledge—had it pounded into

current issue of Punch.
The obof tie- article is to hold up to ridicule and

riment than

--

Mel.augl

strangely enough

Skating.

1

struggle, tln n in progress in this country. \vafelt all over the world. There were pet tv animosities then as now. and quarrels on paper
which read

Roller

BY Oi l: C.KORiiK.

magazine- for •January. IHSL wc find
an artiele oil "The
Newspaper Press of America." written in all seriousness, no douht, but
which today furnishes more material for mer-

Niles. No. 2.’*; Washington St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms ’, 4 & s, Tremont Temple,
Boston.
S. M. Pettengill & CO., 10 State St., Poston, and
>.

Concerning

London

Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.."*>; at the expiration of the
year. $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, ione inch
of length in column, $1.00 for one week, and 25
cent? for each subsequent in?ortiou. A fraction of
a square charged as a full one.
The

Past.

with them, the deeds of the contending
armies on American soil. In Temple Bar—a

Subscription*

nal:

the

exciting times, twenty years ago.
high, and the influence of the great

contrast

■

fur

from

Those were

I

important meeting iast week
I>i'f(>r<■ the Committee on the .Judiciary on the
question of amending the present Ja\ divorce

o-van.

laws of the State.

paliving phenomena

There

was

an

R

Yinton. of Civy,
and Rev. II. \V. Tilden.

Rradbury

Hon..I. W.

1 Hckermnn. of

Ceo. >,

W arren II.

Lewiston, lion.

iff Augusta, and Re\. Ceo. 1>. Lind-ay and Rt.
Re\. Rishop Neel.-y, of Rortland. appear, d in
of divorce

advocacy

reform.

Tin

committee

decided to report a bill which will embody tIn*
legislation asked for. It is in substance a tranof tin* .Massachusetts statutes

script

relating

to

divorce.

The bill remove- the di-cretionarv
power of the Judges and grants divorces only
tor certain specitied causes.
All divorce- -ball
be decreed as conditional, to hr made absolute
after six months unless

i> shown against
it. The libeilee eaun* t marry for t wo y. ars. and
then onh by consent of the ( ourt. Kivi of the
committee favored the hill, three .q»p.»-<d It.
cause

and the chairman did not vot»

In the discus-

sion Mr. Heath, of Augusta, related aproft
sional anecdote which illustrates the d< moralizing effect of tin present divorce system upon
—

ile ioWer

t

society. Oliedavla-t winlaborer of Hibernian extraction
bis office and inquired:

eia-ses (.;

burly
stepped inti*
ter

a

••Can ye git
March r
••I don't

divaree for

a

me

by the tirst of

phenomena*

know

You

seem

to

I*,

in

great

a

son*.*'

•AN bat is your urgent neee--ity
••1 have given m warrud to another woman
and 1 must have me divaree before 1 an get
married again.'*

A
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Firm

m

MAMA

Difficulty.

l-1 >lt SPKI'M.A I'IDN.

daily newspapers linvi announced
sitspensiiin u! t In1 well-known linn 1 11 ih ln
The

the

ist,
C.. New York, the mend"
of
which are Maim men. and the second partner
Mr. Kdwanl \\ White, a native of thiWhit)

,V

city.

published

The

accounts, while substantially
correct. contained some errors and ware written

■

tiii in

a

.sensational

ganized about

style.

'The tirm

w as or-

years ago and lias since done
a successful business.
'The original capital w as
4Mb.lH.Ml, and the business has been considered
ten

worth about sf'JUHK) a year- ..e rather than
less, (ieorge W. Wilehrisl. Kdwanl W.

While,

and Albert S. White, were cpial partners, hut
in the fall of Is*! the latter withdrew from the
tirm. retaining ids interest in its vessel
property only, and has since lived in California,
having gone then for Ins health. < apt. f;i|-

christ. tlie senior partner, is

a mail over seventy
years of age, and was formerly a sen captain,
lie is the father of Mrs. \\ li. (trace (the wife
of the ex-.Mayor of New York) whose heroic

bchavioron the
was

brought

to

burning steamboat Seavvanliaka
public notice by Mr. Dnrvea's

find tin'woman who saved his life.
of the tirm was tirst-elass. and
its credit was good for almost
any amount.
Its downfall was brought about
outside

effort
The

ions

the Lull' stream, the action of tm

the tides, the currents, with the

waxes,

of the wind'

in

W

and adventure which hav*

covery
<«v er the

I'm"-

vegetable

brings within
matter

small space

a

of more than

learns

from it

a

more

'into

It i<

handsomely

to

standing

by

speculations by

the second partner. There is no
doubt hut that, lie was led into these
operations
by parties who systematically v ictimized him.
II is said that Mr. White realized
Sjt.'lbOO from
his lirst .wheat speculation and this was evi-

dently tin bait which lured him on until ho
plunged deeper and deeper into linanciul difficulties. Money was borrowed from indiv iduals
and hanks, and on
notes, to an aggregate of
4*110,000 before the crash came. Two weeks

ago I licsday the discovery was made that the'
til 111 vvus heavily
involved, and on Thursday
last it was able to show as
against liabilities of
4d 10.000, assets amounting to ifHib.tNMI in round
numbers. Of this $27.f>00 consists of interests
III a few
ships and *:ib,0(>0 is estimated as the
value ot the good will of the business. The
creditors will probable
accept an offer of liftv
cents on the dollar.
The tirm of W. II. (iraee
A Co., it is understood, stand ready to do
all
that is necessary in the
way of assistance in
settling matters, and the business is to go 011.
possibly under a slightly different tirm name.
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Mooschead Lake
that ■J>i*
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ami
Mir

men an* engaged in the
tishery. and
nearly half a billion of tisb w ere taken.
No wonder the porgies have disappeared from
the Maine coast.
It will not take long to exterminate the species at t his rate.The PFcai a<|iiis (>hsei‘N el* says: We understand that Mr.
v

P

A. Pennell has in his

hutching

work- at Ml.

Kineb dbO,000 trout eggs, ami tin* lisli enmmisan* soon to furnish the works w ith Ibu.-

sioners

salmon eggs.
It would lx* n wise thing for
the present Legislature to pass a law preventing
lulling for the market early in spring, ami we

“oo

believe it is the unanimous wish of the people
at the lake.The lobster hills writ* considered

by the Fishery (’ommittee at Augusta, Tliur-day, and a long discussion ensued over tin
question of protecting the lobsters.

It appears
that the tisb dealers and “smack men" wano d

a

law

prohibiting tin* capture of lobsters under
length. The packers ami eanm r-

10!. inches in

object

to

.'ifiord to

any law of this kind is they cannot
lot sters. They asked f >r ,i

buy large

la.-f

a verta’n period < aeli y ear \\ In n
should he allowed to ealeli lobster-' o|

packers, and

C.

II.

Over of

Portland, and others for the wholesale d< aler-.
They came to no final conclusions, bur t he < hairwill draw up a bill and present it to the
committee at some future meeting for their acN oted leave to withdraw to peticeptance.
man

tioners

for

a

law

in

favor of

jack shooting.

Leave to withdraw given to the petitioners for
a law to prohibit fishing in Pleasant
Pond for
five years.The January fishing record for
the port of (ilourestei shows an increase in the
amount of codfish landed over the corresponding month of last year of over 40 per cent., a

slight falling otf in the halibut receipts, and a
considerable decrease in the receipts of frozen
herring. The latter item would make a much
unfavorable showing hut for the large
in the last week from Fortune hay.
The Waterville Mail savs of the allotment ot
salmon eggs for distribution in this State “N\ »■
wish we were sure that the fishways on the
Kennebec, which have cost so much money,
more

receipts

in a serviceable condition.
pronounce them worthless."
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bu.-in<y-s enterpri.-e, which iliey merit by the “stick
and bang” energy they have displayed in so far
pushing their building- along under unfavorable
eireiim-tanccs and creating
a
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little village which we hope mav prove a blessing
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hi- wife for Waterford
Thursday,
here they both will receive medical treatment
-( 'apt.
Ralph 1’lli.-, of Warren, R. I. is at home
vi.-iling (.apt. Hiram Katons. He is alllieted with
a 'Miicer... .>cvcral i»f "iir schools close this
week
1 he schooner lying between sear- i-land and
<
ape Jellison would have been badly injured by
Ho.-ding i--.- if the revenue cutter Woodbury bad
lot rendered her
prompt assistance_The ship
"

!> ivi l

Brow n is to be repaired this
spring, and
ipt. Min. V\ est is to have built for him a threemusted sell*i«mer-Mi..I. L. Brock is confined at
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run

cuts upon .ii- legs_Mr. 1>. V. Mitch.
build a barn this spring ami has begun to
get «»ut the timber... .The w harves are literally
covered with kiln wood. It does not look as though
• mi- forests are about
to fail
.(Japt. George Ren
'Melon came home Thursday from New
York
-onie -evere

HI is to

..

w here he has been keeping
ship for the last few
week- ...There was a social dance at I'nion hall
Mrs. ,). L. Havener is quite sick at
la-t night

had

our

very efficient and
and hi- death i- a great loss
was a

community.
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...
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named.

fast.
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The shipbuilders of the Clyde did a larger
business last year than ever before, having
launched 2!It vessels of a total tonnage of 3!U,034 tons. There was also an increase of shipbuilding on the Mersey.
The Secretary of the Navy, in a communication to Congress, recommends the breaking up
a
number of naval vessels, among them the
Congress, Guard. Kansas and Massachusetts
at the Portsmouth navy yard.

DIEILD.
In

thD city, Feb. 1th. Mrs. Isabella M.
West,
wifeot s. A. West, aged do years and linos.
In this city, Feh. 2d. Mr. dosliua F.
Partridge,
aged .78 years and 8 months.
In this city, Feb. 7th, Albert F. Cilmore,
aged .77
years.
In this city, Feb. Oth, lb-v. Fdward
Crowniiishicld,
aged 42 years and .7 months.
In Waldo, dan. 2.7th, Mrs. Rebecca
Payson, aged
78 years,!) month.-.
In freedom, dan. 21st, Mrs. Ann s., wife of d.
II. Fuller, aged 77
years.
In Searsinont. dan. 1.7th, Mr. Herbert Moodv, of
Camden, aged Si years
In Knox, dan. doth, Ruth O. Rlood,aged 42 years,
2 months.
In Rockland, d m. doth. Hannah C
Long, aged 47
years, in months.
In Appleton, dan. 20th, Oliver IV, son of lhraand
Sabra
aged 14 years.
In Warren, dan. 20th.
.Mary (L, wife of Levi
Vaughan. age.i 4.7 years, 0 un ntlis.
In rhomaston. dan. 2'.»th, at tin* state
prison, do-eph Ib'lduc, a life convict from Penoh-rot county,
aged 20 \ ears.
In Rockland, dan. 27th, Clarissa, widow of Win.
W Hutchings, aged so
years, 7 months, 7 days.
In North Warren, dan. 27th,
Rachel, widow of
rick
Stetson.
My
In W ashington, dan. 24th, Caroline, wife of Win.
Hodge, aged 00 years.
On hoard schooner Lizzie
Wilson,on the pa--age
from Mobile to New York.dan. 24th. Frank M.
-on, ot Rockland, son of
Capl. Charles 'I'. Wilson,
aged 2d years.
In W aldoboro, dan. 22d, Flmer F.
Rurnheimer,
aged 1- years. 4 months, 20 days.
In W aldoboro, dan. 22d,
Leigh Van Ruskirk,aged
d months, 4 days.
In W alooboro, dan. 21st, Nancv M <
reamer, aged
71 years, S months.
In .Jefferson, dan. 20th. Mr- Nancy
Weeks, moth*
« r of .Jackson
Weeks, of Rockland, aged no years, 1
month. 12 days.
In foledo, Ohio, dan. 10th. Frederick L. Newbirt.
formerly of Appleton, aged 7o years, 4 months, 2

The schooner Adriana, of San Francisco, has
been seized at La Paz, Mexico, and the captain
thrown into jail on a charge of smuggling. The
captain denies the charge and appeals to the
I'nitcd States government for redress.
There is trouble among the naval cadets at
Annapolis; and one entire class has been arrested for insubordination. All the cadets in
the Academy have been notified that they will
be deprived of all privileges for a month.
The Inman

steamship pier

in New York citv

burned. Thursday. Loss tfoon.tlnn, partially
insured. The Inman Company Has bard luck
of late. The steamship sunk in the St. George
was

channel

few weeks ago, was an Inman steam-

a

MeCorrison,

er.

Attention is called to the advertisement of Dr-.
Head, ot Boston, who t*ive special attention to ttie
treatment of Fistula, Piles, and !ik,- dl-i-ascs, without detention from Business.
Stan!

postal sard, with name and address piainlv
written, to It t
Davis, As.-'t Gem-rat Pa.-seugeV
tuent, st Paul. Minneapolis A MunitoB It It., st,
Paul, Minn., for full particular- and sectional map

North Dakota ( ountrv. See adverti-c meat headed ”220 Acres Free."

ot
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LIVER
The Liver

1'iness

o|

KIXtt.

is the imperial organ of the whole Ini

system,

man

wTl-

as

controls the life, heaiiii ami hap

it

Wlmn it is

man.

disturbed in it-' proper

action, all kinds of ailments are the natural result.
The '"irestion of food, the movements of the heart
and blood, the action of tin* brain and nervous
system. ire all immediati ly connected with the workings -if the Liver. It has been successfully proved
that Green’s August Flower is unequalled in euring
all persons afflicted with Dyspepsia or Liver Com-

plaint, aiifj

day-.

In Kli-worth. dan. 20th, Mr-. Desire S.. u idow of
tin* late Dr. Samuel (Jrcely, aged 78
years.
In Fll-worth, dan. 20th.‘ Mr-, Fauna .Means,
aged
47 years, 0 months.

all the

numerous symptoms that result
condition of the Liver and stomach. Sample bottles to try, 10 cents.
Positively
sold in all towns on the Western Continent. Three
doses will prove that it is just what
want.
you

from

an^unhealthy

The post office excitement has subsided.

loaded with corn for Mr. A. J.
Nickerson ami F. FL Whitcomb i- lying at anchor
in the hay at the outer edge of the ice. Several of
.\

-chooner

daring youngsters

skated out to her, but they
their skates work dexterously on
their homeward trip
The northern lights again

our

to

make

..

displayed

themselves after the

southerly gale of
ia-t week, and were as brilliant as
they had ever
looked this winter... .Spelling schools are again in

order in

Histrict No. g.

held every
Friday night ...Rev. Mr. Reynolds spoke very
ably last xinday at the (jongregationaRst church,
lounding hi- discourse on the words in John VI,
There is

one

Ji;.

(superintendent

Walker has resumed charge
work, lie thinks the $200,(11 to
appropriation passed by the House enough.
I he wlioh expense of the census will be about
!i cents per head 'f
population. against !l cents
i t ls7o.
census

The New Y ork Court of Appeals decides that
police man who is incapacitated by injuries incident to hi- calling is entitled to full instead of
half pay. This loads the New Y ork City Department with a debt aggregating hundreds of
thousands.

a

Jesse Harding Pomeroy, the boy liend serving
life sentence at the Massachusetts State prison
for murder, is preparing a lengthy statement of
his ease, which he intends to present to Governor Duller and which is intended to bean application for pardon.
a

During the live years ending December 31st,
Iks], there were 1.N7U hotels burned in the
United States and :ti>b in Canada. During the
month of November. ISM. there were thirtynine burned in the I'nited States and six in
Canada, more than one for every day of the
month.
I luring

in Madison county. N. ( ., a
in which one of the parties was killight
led with hunting knives. Two brothers who
participated in the quarrel subsequently fought
each other with knife and pistol, one of them
being disembowelled and the other shot through
the heart.
a carouse

arose

A Washington despatch says New Hampshire delegation in Congress and tlie Maine
Senators have united in recommending < Irrin
(
Moore, for many years editor of the Nashua
Telegraph, to the President for civil service
commissioner. The recommendation has been
presented to the President by the secretary of
the navy.

Dry Goods, Curtains, Carpetings, Etc.,
EVER INAUGURATED EAST OF PORTLAND.
These itemized facts are of personal interest to
every family in and out of this county. Read
them, then show to your friends. This mammoth sale begins THURSDAY, JANUARY
11th. and will continue till further notice, at

GEORGE
81

W.

83

and

BURKETT’S,

Main

Street, City

Block.

The object in enlarging our store to its present
large capacity will soon be made apparent to all. A plan has been formulated by which we are enabled to secure desirable
goods and
Job Lots by nearly every boat, direct from New York and Boston. These
goods are not selected entirely by sample, but acting in conjunction with our former
partners, SIMONTON BROS.,
in the purchase of goods, obliges us to have an experienced
buyer in the market most of the
time, in order to buy goods less than the regular market price. Large quantities must be purchased, consequently a division of these large lots between TWO STORES will not overstock
either, hence our ability to present the public bargains that are TRULY astonishing. Our present facilities enables us to display the
goods to excellent advantage. Prices will be displayed
in large, plain figures. It is unusual and rather
strange that mention should be made of Spring
and Summer Goods thus early in January, but
among the lots arriving will be many of these
goods, such as Buntings, Light Dress Goods, White Goods, Cambrics, etc., which can be secured 50 per cent, less than three months later. The facts are that a
lively, rushing trade,
cannot be had unless inducements are offered, and we had rather work for a dime than loaf
for a penny.

CITATION

OF

PRICES!

R. H. COOMBS

NEWS.

SHIP

POUT OK BELFAST.
tele 2d, srhrs. Geo. shatluok, Hart, Boston;
Geo. Albert, Moyer, do; I.. J,. Warren,
Babbage,
below; Hero, Low, below.

people
VMK1MC
New
waler.

V s

I’OKTS.

"T<

Bedford, Feb. 1. Arrived sell. N. llie. Drink-

Marldebead, dan. 2'd.
Arrived" -ehr. Paragon,
Shiite. South A mboy.
Brunswick, dan. 2d.
Cleared -eh. Martinique,
Lowell, New 'l ork
Norfolk, dan. dl.
Arrived seh. I>. I). Haskell,
Ha-kcil, Brunswick.
Baltimore, Feb. 2. Cleared sell. F \. Carle, Condon. ( ardenaMobile, dan. do. s died bark Henrv Knight, Pen
dk-ton. da.
Perth Amboy, dan. 2a.
Vrrive<i sell II d. < ..ttroll, Haskell, New ’l ork, to load iron for Brun--

(

ail*ari*

kins,

;»u.

And Hill

or

night

Placed

l'lease call and

proiii.-.

Llewellyn

in

and novel.

are numerous

centre counters,

on our

only

Prints !

4 cants per

CASE FOULARD DRESS

a

Not

large figured,

Sold

but desirable

at

everywhere

25c.,

CASffiBRICS,

8c. per

styles, only

we

yard.

yard.

shall close at 12 i-2c.

FIFTY PAIRS BLANKETS AT $1.50,1.75,2.00,3,00, 3,50, 4,00, 5.00,

see

Per

Sleeper,

A discount of 20 per cent, has been made

pair.

on

these

goods.

5 BALES of BROWN COTTON,
Heretofore soid at 8c., shall close the lot at 7c. per

assistant.
He is well known
this vicinity, and he will do his he-t in
hi.- kindly manner to please all who
favor us with a call.

-ale-man and

a-

designs

to answer

GOODS!

ell at -mall

Mr.

CASE

ONE

xto*Any call at night at the residence of IF IF
(
.ml'- or at Mr. Sleeper’s, at the residence of F.
M Fanea-ter, will he met hv
prompt attention.

HANDSOME

PLAID

yard.

DRESS

GOODS,

n

\delaide, Feb. |. Arrived bark Wealtiiy Pendlet«m, Boston.
Valparaiso. Dee, 27. sailed ship Lojiis Walsh,
Blanchard. ( hamtral.
Fh ra Condon wm- at Minatittan, Mexico,
dan. Pith, loaded for New York.
ton, Pemlh

MAIM 1 ISM

MIS<

All good- (lelivered FUFF,

good

a

run

ithin the

OHLY

2,000 YARDS

Clias. R. Coombs.

rvltRCHANTS INSURANCE

All

CO.

CAPITAL,

$200,000.
iiomk om

MARKET

22

Ja<*ksonFeb. |-t.

M|l ARE,
>rr'y.

Wm. 1*. Coodwin.

on.

PER

CEHTS

YARD.

perfect,

BLEACHED

REMNANT
heavy,

extra

worth 12 i-2c.,

1,000 Yards Lace Pique,

Incorporated May, |sr>|.

It i- not
Till in-t.,

12 1-2

distance ot
:!niii

R. H. Coombs.

I 1 LAN V

He was then Loved back to Mayport.
kmovn w hether or not he got over on the
on the change of tin* moon.
eli. Nellie >. Pickering, w hieh got o\ er
ilh bar, dan. Tlth, arrived in V*\v York

w

six miles.

apt. Fred A. (.Minion*, oi -eh. >1. Johns, of I hi
fa-t. " riI• *> from Jacksonville bar that on tin* Titli
of .January an attempt wa- made to take hi- vessel
os er ilie Jmr.
Two powerful tug boat-hitched on
to his vessel, i.ut -lie
grounded on the bar. The
third tug boat wa- added, but it was of no avail.

having

nll/hours day

at

the

exhibition,

Cases Best Remnant

d'di'iv purchasing i;i.-i:h iii:i;i:. and {ret on;
I'KH’K-.
I have secured the services -d

Arrived bark Alice, Dver, Bal-

timore.

4

means

FINE

KOKKIt.V 1'OKIS.

Hong Kong.

llrst-elass furniture establishand tastes of all.
Also a

a

on

things

the latest designs, with other

of

\t MellMiurne. 1 lee. 2d.
ship Uesolute. Nickels
from (purlin
Arrived Dee. hkh, bark Abbie Carver, Pendleton, New York.
\t Sydney. N
s
W
I )■ -• 2d.
Ship Henrietta,
Nieind-. New l.q'k; I -ark lb herl porter, Niehol-,

Havana, dan. Jo.

all

Painted Ciumiber Sets,

da«'k-onv ille, dan. 20.
Cleared seh. Sarah L.
1 >avi-, Burge-s, New York.
New York, .Jail. do.
( leared -hip U. U. Thomas,
N-lb. (ar ia Porter, Harlow,
Bo.-s, Yokahama.
Para ; Mark Pendh ton, Gilk*v. St. Augustine,
dan. :
Arrived -eh. K. <
Pend!-Pm. Pendleton.
1 kartell, -eli. dolm Douglass, Parker. Georgetown,
h r Belfast.
Feb. l-t, arrived seh. Nelli* >. Piekei
ing. MeKi en, d H-ksomilh*. Keh. 2d, arrived sell.
Idiomas V\
Holder, Me Milieu, .Jaemel j Austin D.
K night, Drinkw ater, Brun.-w iek. Keh. 4th. A rri\ ed
-••iir-. > t e 11 a M
Kenyon, P»aMiidge, Brunswick;
Martinique, l.<>vvell. do. sailed Fein 1-t, hark
<loodell. (apt. Wm. Ileagan, for Hong Kong.

tor

Will be

LAIttiE

a

embracing

calls in the undertaking business and will take
eliarj mid conduct funerals FUFF <>F< HMPiF.
having all the appliances for preserving the dead.
I have iu-t taken in a < HOK F LOT of

Welaka, Per-

Arrive,| m-|i.

prepared

a:-"

n.

New \ ork.

shall carry

I

season.

i..'hiding M FT A FFI(li\n$l others, from the highest
*" the cheapest gratkji
always on hand. We are

Gioueester, dan. do. '-.ailed-eh. Marv 1>. Wilson,
Gott, New York for Belfast.
Pen-aeola. dan. 2t*.
Cleared -eh. Win. Flint,
Charleston, dan

coming

..f t IK >1(10 (;< K )1 »s,

Large Stock of Caskets!

wiek.

IJudge.

the

!\

>t

usually found in
ment, to -nit tiu>

annah.

>a\

5,000 YARDS OF HAMBURGS JUST ARRIVED!

I hanks his customers lor their kind
patronage (luring the past year, and assures them that even a
more careful attention will he given to
please and
in the selection of goods to meet tin* wants of the

AKllIVKI).

selling
Foi

COTTONS,

at IOc. per

yard.

*p;“"sppnr ^T3'"5’

in;,

R. I.
Bakto.n, PresM.
Lsues Safely Fund Policies.

PROVIDENCE,

Wm. T.

This ('«»mj»;io>
sell. Ldward •Johnson. M l>«mald, at New Dr
lean- from Philadelphia. <<-l iihboom and -ail-und
s I A I'KM I;N r, .J AM AIM
1. 1884.
rigging attached; stove boats and h*-i ever*, thing
movable oil’ deck.
( ash < apital
.$200,000.00
McDonald A Brown, of Bclfu-l, will change their
Reserve for Lm-arncd Premium. 124,140.70
Reserve »r I'npaid l.iwsc-. 22,150.50
-hip \ nrd from Carter A Co.’- promises to a point
fnrtlier down the bay.
Reserve f«»r all oilier Claims.
880.4(5
The Woodbury reports on the doth, that srlimni.
Net Surplus
>2,040.(50
or- *'eoon« 1 M. P.. America.. Llizabelh and Wave
w ere helped out <d tlie* heavy ice on Western Fo\
Total A -sets.$428,501.2(5
1-laud. Some were short of ppni-i-ai and water.
|
SI M.MAKV Of ASSK is.
Alter four hours work in half a mile of ice, the !
'V.Ibury freed and placed all safe in La-tine liar I Bank, (ia- ('<•. and Railroad Stoek>.$27(5,080.00
Loans on M-*rt.uraire.
bor, supplying their needs.
4,000.00
Leans on Collateral.
I he Brunswick Herald -ays the Bowdoinliam
20,075.00
Navigation Company ha- aireiidv raised $Tt,uOO f.»r j ( ash in Banks and OlVu e. 100.014.24
the purpose of Imihling vessels.'and the one whose ; Accrued I nterest
217.08
Premium in rmu>e of Colleeti. n.
keel is now being laid will be but the forerunner of
10,205.04
many more. Tin* stock for this eompuijiy w hich iTotal. $428,501.2(5
paid in at the rati* of £1,non per slum*, w as easily
secured, and it i> intimated that when more is want1.1 A MI I.ITI K>.
ed it will be furthcoming.
Claims for l npaid I. >--e-..
$22,450.50
ship llarvev Mills, ef Thomaston, i- to he -old at
All other (Maims.
880 4(5
Liverpool, to defray the expense of the damage j
sustained by her in many disasters.
Total. $24,440.0(5
Sidney A. Bennett, of Last iioothbay, has been
appointed by the Governor and Council, a branch 1
for
the
Statement of Receipts and Expenditures.
Damari-eotta
river.
pilot
I he Bulletin understand- that two schooners will j
KKCKI t’TS.
bt built in Lllsworth and one in Lamoine during j
P re in i u m s.$212,225. so
this season, to be added to the Lamoine
tleei. |
Interest.
The.-e ve-.-els w ill be large and will be employed in
10,004.41 $241,240.20
h ep sea Jishing din ing the summer and fall, and in
l.\ I'KMHT'.'KKS.
coasting winter and spring.
Losses.
$141.2(50.45
Sell. Hero, from Bo-ton,
Castine, Me. Fe»>.
Maxes.
5,501.(54
was picked up in l’enobseot
Bay with both anehor- 1 >ividend..
12,000.00
and chains gone. The crew w ere half frozen. She
All other Lxpendittire-..-- (52.*504.14 $211,4(55.12
was towed into Castine by revenue miter Wood
bury lo-dav.
Receipts exeee I expenditures. <$10,7(54.78
Sell. Penobscot,
Carter, from Baltimore for
Belfast with coal for the Maine Central railroad
Assets, Jan. 1, 1»2.$107,040.74
company, will lie ordered to Portland it! the ice reCain by excess of income over
mains in Belfast harbor.
expenditures. $10,7(51.78
< XMin.N. Me., Feb. (I. I'enohseot
Ba> |was fro/.en Cain by improved valm- ot in
over, last night, being a sheet of ice as far as the
vestments and accrued ineye can rea« h to the island- which separate the
terest.
78(5.75
20,551.54
La-t Bay from the West Bay. The
steamer- were cut from the i'-e in the upper part of the
Assets Jan. I. J8S4.$428,501.2(5
Ba\ Sunday and Monday, assisted by the revenue
cutter Woodbury.
Both proceeded t• * Boston last
Cain in Assets during 1»2... $20,551.551
night. The Bay has not been frozen before since
Policies written on de>irable risks.
1-7-T when the steamer Ivataiidin remained in tin*
ice at Belfast harbor from January Tilth to April
FRED ATWOOD, Agent.
lath, being then cut out. For -everal wleck- there
Winterport, Jan. 1, 1884.—4\u
ha- been large fields of floating ice
four to
eiglit inches thick in the Bay. 'I'lu* weather-wise
predict that the Bay will Ik* closed the remainder
ot the w inter.
Seh. Martiniipie, imilt by D. W. DyLr. Belfast,
now at New York, recently made the round
trip
IN THI-:
from that port to Brunswick, L«a., and! return in
Devils
Turtle Mountain
twenty-eight days. She had a cargo
way-.

DOLMANS

25

AT SPECIAL PRICES TO CLOSE.
Gents’ Unlaundered
-H I |3 "T O
I l\ I 0““each, advancing to

C

ULSTERS,

iV

IMPROVE THIS OPPORTUMITY.

nice cotton, thoroughly made, only 37 3-2c.
better grade that wiii be soid at only 75c. each.
Gents’ Laundered Shirts at $1.00 and $1.25, marked down 25 per cent.

W SB

CRASHES, ALL
A PERFECT

Shirls,

a

LINEN,
SURPRISE,

20 INCHES WIDE,

AT OHLY 7c. PER YARD.

1

j

j
j

...

On Tails Lines:,

WOOLENS

PRICE

1
I

>v

KODI

Applrs

C. H.
I'E

MARKET.

lmsh,

l'UICKS

RAID CROIM

(Joy loo Hay P ton,
It),

1 V lb,
”)«(» Hides
I5t‘.ins,pt‘a,#’l)U,2.7.'»rt.2.oo I.amli

mtMlium,
v

el It)

w-eves

IJutter Y lb,
IJeef 4r Hi,
I Car lev V Ini,
Cheese F*' Hi,
Chicken 4?* tb,
Call Skins ir
Duck y*1 H»,
C}2^s 4? tlttz,
Fowl V*’ tb,
Ciee.se 4? Hi.

C'ERS.

s.OOg !*2.oo

j

W tt>,

(inS
nun

2.‘hi<j2. To Lamb >kins,
2.7-7 a .2.00 Mutton ^'tb,
20 ,i 24 Dats.
lui,
7a'.i Potatoes,
0.7 a 77 Pound Hog
12 a 1:5 si raw W ton,

tb,

Tributary

I.on at.an
7«s

17a"»u
UugTu
j.,

7■'"nS

*

the

United state* Land Otliee at

FORKS,
II.

DA VIS,
Assistant General Passenger Agent,
St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R. R.,
ST. PAIL, MINN.
tin

RETAIL MARKET.
i.i,»
Cornell, tK tt», sn 10 Linuvtf’bbl,
Lutter Salt, if lmx,
-Jo « )at Meal, $*’ lb,
j1, «<;
SO
Corn, & lm,
onions, k* It),
;i0<j4
Crarked Corn, & lm, so <)il,Kerosene,P gal, 14 uH)
so Polloek, P lb,
Corn Meal, ^ lm,
n '»l2
Halt; Pork, P It),
li (jl.l
Cheese, If tb,
Cotton Seed, tf »*wt, l.O.j Plaster, P’ l)bl,
1.00
(Jodlish, dry, if lb,12 as u Rye Meal, W lb.
1.
Cranberries, if <|t, 12a 14 Sfiorts, P1 ewt,
C over Sen 1. tf tb,
1 .*»a 11 sugar,lb,
S'^rtlo
ti.aOaS.T.’) Salt, T. I., 1?*' hit
10
Flour, v bbl,
H.< i.Seed, if bu, 2..10a2.7a s. Potatoes, 44* It),
0(ili
14
Wheat Meal, 44* lb,
Ha
Lard, if tb.
an
I

Market.

SATURDAY, Feb. 3.
Butter—The market shows a little nore life;

western creamery, STjUtSc; fall made eastern, 333
35c ; fair to good, 25328 >*e; Vermont and New York
fall made dairy, 2»>«20c; fair to good,
ladle,
2 1 <j*23c; western <lairy, 23c <»25o.
( iteesk—Quotations of line eastern fa dory, 131*
alb*; fair t<» good, lo1., a|.3o; common vitli skim
ranges from 43 10c.
No change to quote; choice
Kiius
fresh,
30n32e; New York and Vermont, 30g31n; Canada,
28320c; we.-tern, 20328c W do/,.
Beans—The market is quiet; quotations, pea,
$2 55<j2 00, some being held higher; mediums, $2 00
<i2 05; veliow eves, $.1 353:1 40; red
$3 25a
3 40.
Potatoes
.Steady market, without! material
change; early rose quoted at OOgOoe; northern, 00c;
prolilics, 85«00c; liurbank, 00c; peerless, S0yS5e;
silver dollar and Brooks, 80c; Chenangoes, 75gsoc
i? bush.
Aiti.es—The market is steady and linn; Baldwins sell at $3 7534 for No. 1 ; do No. 2, $2a2 50;
Tolman sweets, $4 P' hbl.
IIay and straw—Trade is quiet.and quotations
unchanged; choice timothy, $17318; line hay, $I5«
10; poor, $10314 ^ ton ; swale hav, $0. live straw,
$14315; oat, $0 \? ton.

18fj|>5e;

eastern

kidneys,

—

MARRIED.
In this oily, Fch. 7th, by Bcv. Mr. Boss, |)r. .J. C.
Swan, of West Bridgewater, Mass., and Miss Ada
F. Ilcrvey, of Belfast.
In this city Feb. 5th l.y Bcv. Coo. L. Tufts, Capt.
Bradford 1.. Lewis, of Boothbay, and Miss El/.ora
Stevens, of Belfast.

FISTULA

AND

without the

Towels from 10c to
A

good

«l,Ki:i>KB

takes this method

i*

Secretaries.

convenient form of blank for re
for dues in the Grange, now in type,
and can furnish them with name of each Grange
printed thereon. Write to or call on
lttf
BRACKETT & CO., 10 Main St., Belfast.

\\T
\\

I*

eeipts

< dll and see me and

simply

department

QDrTI M/~'0

O A

goods,

having bought
been our only
buy where you please.
we

shall close

shall close at

at

T-l'lie

stock at

prices ranging

prices

that cannot fail to sell them.

from s.'S.llil to *25.on

a

SHAWLS !

liberal reduction has been made.

Kids, every pair warranted, only §1.25

per

pair.

to

1711 l~y
The present stock on hand we shall close
ilUOlXLlIli i ““to make room for an early Spring purchase.

TT/^vCjiT

at

marvellous low

prices—

Oil Clotls, Straw Mattings, Curtains, Fixtures, Featliers, Comforters, Etc.,
Will be found in stock and

a

out of the entire stock is

general cleaning

Paper Patterns sold

Cress- anti Cloak Making eontluetetl in
of ltlghteoiiiieftM Shall \rl*e
Healing hi IiIm W !ng*.”-M ALACIII.

our

ASTD COLORS!

Koxbury
only 25c. per yard.

Domestic
With

BLACK

yard, elegant goods

impress upon the public that we have sold Lowell Lxtra Supertine Wool t arpets
made in this country) for only H5e. per yard ; the price in Boston is .* inn.
Parties
past year in Belfast and paid more for them should be entitled to a claim, as *5e. has
your patronage, we simply ask an inspection of our goods and learn our [trices, then
Tapestries 95c. per yard. Other makes 75c., *71c. per yard. Carpetings heretofore sold at

We wish
—(the best
these goods during the
price. We do not. urge

OrtnrLI 111

,

1ST

we

KID GLOVES—4 Button

D U IVLIVAJEjXL

Me.

say that

is full of choice

yet my prices

Atwood, 13w4is
Winterport,

per yard, advancing to $2.50 per
AND LOW PRICES.

STRIPED, PAISLEY & WOOLEN

CJTT1\/n\/r Lf*T?

before you bay.
Fred

This

:17 jc

FERTILIZERS I

mean

SIL K. S !

only $1.00

DRESS GOODS

of informing his friends and patrons that he
INDIA
MB
h
associated
II.

himself with Capt. It.
COOMBS,
No. To Main St., in tin* furniture business, where he
will be pleased t• * wait upon all that may call upon
him. Hi* vu*t, bu*iue*s is earned on as usual, under
J. [,. SLKKPKIt.
competent hands.
Belfast, Jan. s, iss;k—3m(!

we

$1.50 each. Our 12 l-2e. Towel speaks for it elf.

Black Dress Silk at

We

Grange

Handc

on

Ribbon^!!

BLACK

of the Knife.

NOTICE.

To

Constantly

Do not say a word, ask no questions, we simply offer 5,000 yards of beautiful Ribbons from 1
Take your choice. Come early as the lot should
to 6 inches wide, at only 10c. per yard.
not last more than three days, and we cannot duplicate them.

PILES

Use

W11,1,1 AM UK A I) (M
I)
Harvard, 1842). and
liOI'.KliT M. Ill-; \l> (M. iHarvard, 18711), TI
Somerset Street, Boston, give >pedal attention to
tin* treatuienl -»t FISTILA, FILES AND ALL DISEASES OF THE BEETIAI, without detention Trout
bu*ine.s*. Abundant retereuees given Pamphlets
sent on application.
lvrO
< Mliec Hours—1*2to t o’clock l\
\t.(except Sundays).

I,.

WEAR I

UNDERWEAR!

A

Ribbons!

DAKOTA.

SKITIONAL MAI* and KILL particulars mailed
PItKE t>. any address by

Cured

BOATS’

Have been marked down in price so that every customer wiii recognize that
what we say—the prices wiii be made at the store.

Country,

ti.nog7.TN)

llylO Turkey-^tb,
in gift
<T/ia
12*a Veal V lb,
I2y It Wool, washed, p it.,
T::?
2s Wool unwashet
ll>2:1 g2~>
4. no gif. Oh
luyl2 Wood, hard,
12 y 14 Wood, soft,
d.nu/i.l.oo

Boston

t

GRAND

AND

Goods

Furnishing*

LADIES

NORTH DAKOTA.

CURRENT.

MEN

—

And Mouse River

Weekly for the Journal.
Sargent, No. s, Main sjtrcet.

FOR

room enables us to carry an increased stock of these goods, and as we shall make
effort to increase our trade in this department, shall offer extraordinary inducements.
Woolens at 37 1-2c., 50c., 62c. to $1.25 per yard.
Also a full line of

Gents’

Lake,

Corrected

FRAMNEli,

Ample
an

320 ACRES FREE!

BELFAST

and Teiiet

ONE BALE TO BE SOLD AT ONLY 62 1 2c. PER YARD

frjoin

hotjh

TUTIXEID

GREY

Boston

—

Napkins, Towel:, Turkey lea Tailings,

We propose to give tbe trade bargains that are a perfect bonanza. Look at the All Linen
Tabling we sell at only 25c. per yard. A splendid Barnsley Tabling, satin finish, wide and
heavy, at 62 1-2c. per yard. Napkins from 50c. to S3.00 per doz. Toilet Quilts-—our
special bargain is an elegant Marseilles Quilt, extra weight, designs heavily brought out,
sold at $3.00 each, we shall close at $1.75, (ess than the wholesale price on small lots.
Spreads from 65c. to S4.GG, on exhibition.

ijshing

r»e<

of the
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201 cow 40

—

very unexpected.
faithlul public official,

He

In Swanville, Feb. :M, by A. K. Nickerson,
Esq.,
Mr. .1. II. 14rout and Miss Annie M. Webber, both
Monroe.
In Bradford, No. 12 .Summer St., ,lan. 1(J, by Rev.
F. K. Stratton, Ernest B.-Eaton and Miss Mav E.
Beckett, all of Haverhill, Mass.
In Thomaston, Feb. 1st, Hon. A. P. Could and
Stella Trowbridge, both of Thomaston.
In Rockland. Jan. .‘list, William F. Tibbetts, of
Rockland, and Alice A. Cobb, of Thomaston.
In Rockland, Jan. ‘27th, Hoyt
Emery of Rockland
and Maggie A. Robbins, of Thomaston.
In Rockland, Jan. ‘24th, James W.
Campbell and
Carrie L. Flint, both of Rockland.

are

started with

\Y hitman and Ayers arc building an addition on t
their wharf; also a large addition to the building
occupied as a fish market_Knowlton Bros, have
placed in their block mill a new band saw with all
the accompanying machinery. ...Last Thursday
evening there was an entertainment given at Me

j

a

laid

the late war. At the close of the
lecture proper Mr. Gerrish entertained the audience with
He was loudly
many remini-cenccs.
applauded at the finish-(.apt L. 1* Nichol-

guuticook Hall by the young ladies of the Congregationalist society, consisting of vocal and instruthen being without a pastor. He remained here
mental music, reading and tableaux. A good audithree Sunday*, and the society was so well pleased
ence was in attendance and a line
programme prewith him a* to extend a unanimous call, which he j sented which was well sustained. The
receipts
accepted, lie returned to West Dedham to make were some $<><>.00 which is to be used for the benehi* preparations to move to this city. When nearly
fit
the church-Our post office is to la* opened
packed up ills house was consumed by lire, destroy- on Sunday morning from 9:30 to 10 o’clock_The
ing nearly all his furniture. He was a heavy loser O. A. R. Bust held their first regular meeting at
by tbe lire. Mr. Crowninshield began his pastorate their own hall, (Cleveland’s) last Thursday evening.
in Belfast on the 8th of June, 1879.
He was a
After the close of the exercises a
rousing camp
scholarly man, a genial gentleman, an eloquent \ fire was kindled, followed by a general good time.
pi* tt her, and was universally loved by his society,
They have received from the State arsenal a case of
it is seldom that a pastor and his parishioners are
rifles and equipments for use, through the good ofin -urli accord. The respect was not confined enfices of Hon. Fred K. Richards. The Bust is intire'} to his society, but the citizens generally re
creasing in numbers every week-Last week
garde* 1 him with much favor. He leaves an invalid there was shipped 200 casks of lime_There are
wife in*! live daughters, who have the sympathy of
many in this place quite sick from severe colds
the entire community, for never did a family need
which settled on their lungs
Last Friday the
a husband and father more.
The funeral services pupils of the High school observed the afternoon
will take place at the Unitarian church on Friday
as Longfellow’s afternoon.
The selections and
afternoon at two o’clock. It was his dying request readings were interesting-Wilfred B. Rich cn
that the Rev Mr Bean, of Concord, X. H., assisted
tered upon the duties of postmaster Friday, having
by the Rev Mr. Tufts, Baptist, of this city, should filed a strong bond, the heaviest business men—
preach his funeral sermon. Mr. Beau was sent for both Democrats and Republicans—endorsing him.
but i* in Jacksonville. The remains for the presHe employs as assistant Miss Cobb, a sister of the
ent will be deposited at the receiving tomb in Grove
soldier for whom the Camden Grand
1*081 is

Cemetery*.

are

thr battles of

The mumps anj .-even*
the Alden building
colds have been aim art? still raging severely_

*
ity, and Rev. Mr. Locke at CasHi* lirst charge was at Exeter, N. II where
be remained for a few year*, when he wa* called to
W« *t Dedham, Mas*. On March 17, 1*79, he preached hi* lirst sermon in thiseify, the Unitarian church

These

her home in Jacksonville, Florida_The First
(Jongrcgationalisl society at the last church meeting accepted the re-ignation of Rev. B. B. Merrill

into

ne

pickets.

«<i

Ionian's recent visit to the battle Helds of the
"“•utli and his intercourse with ex-Confederate- has
added much to his stock of knowledge concerning

there has been a large amount of wood brought in
to the village, much of it going to the lime kiln_
Mr. -J. B. Williamson who has been employed in
Ilodgman & Co’s store in the jewelry department,
has purchased that part of the business and moved

the church in this

erected

gent

Alice Brown ( base of Belfast,
formerly of Camden, lias been here on a visit t<>
her aunt, Mr-. J. T. Conaut, and we are pleased t<»
see her looking so well-For several week>
past

pp-'iauilities were against him. The suf
fully aware of his critical condition, and
u
p* Ilian one occasion assembled his
family
ni'i hi* bedside and took a loving farewell. His
Ivi*-:: i* have been unremitting in their care, and
Mest medical skill ha* been employed, Dr. Dana,
: Portland, having been called into the ease.
Mr.
I
wnin*11i*• id was born at Marblehead, Mass., and
a
educated at Harvard, graduating in 1870 in the
ini*- class wit
Rev. Mr. Jlixby, hi.** predecessor in

burned recently, i- having

were

important battle of the war, and its -tore
ha- been so frequently told that all must be familiar
with it. But when told by one who participated in
it, especially by one who fought on Little Bound
Top, the key to the whole position, the narrative
ha-additional interest. Mr. < Jewish's fine deseriptive power- together with his
eloquence, held the
audience spell bound for an hour and a half. The

la.-t week

Camdin.

n r was

ings
shed

non.*

Officer of the Guard;

lied Cloud is in Washington demanding justice for Ids people. He says: ‘• I'be treaty is not
carried out. Other Indians tight and scalp,
i
will not let my people do this. I want justice
without blood.”

Charles \. Flack. whose build

Mr.

sw v.w H.u:.

the most

Kvolilh, J. Y.Cb; A. K.
IK

young

then, inviting his hearers to stand
cmetery liidge, he explained the po-ition ot tin* two armies in such a vivid manner that

Samuel

In this city. Fcl». 4th, by Rev. Father
Phelan,
Bryan McCabe and Bridget Ilanrahan, both of Bel-

in River

man

Australia, whose name i- J. I>. Castine.
When in London last September he happened t>>
lake up a copy of the Century in which is the article “An old town with a history.*' Having no documents by which to trace his genealogy, and having
it by tradition that lie .-pring.- from a French family
of some distineli m, lie hopes to get facts here by
which to mark out the line of descent.

with

G.

lives were lost by the sinking of an
on tiie const'of Tripoli.

ton. ""11111

Gettysburg

Jan. Moth and organ
It. Tin officers are
1

a

I the Grand
Army Ro-t. Hi- subject waBattle of Gettysburg.” The hall wa- well
filled, the audience including panic.-from Belfa.-t
ami other place-.
Mr. Gerri.-h began by giving a
briet sketch of the topographical situation of

Swell,

lar

letter from

a

widow, four sons, and two daughters... .The Winterport Grand Army Post is named for the late
Gen. Warren, of the Fifth Army Corps_Luther
D. Curtis, our po-tma-ter, died Monday afternoon,
bth inst.
He had been sick live days, with congestion of the lungs; wa.- va ry sick from the moment
i e was attacked.
Blit .-•• sudden and fatal a result

to

1

h

to

Post No. (iff G

al ien

was

the Unita
rowninshield, pa*t*»r
<
ity, died at the parsonage on
morning at 4 o’clock, at the age of 41 year*
7 month*.
ii
He wa* taken ill about live week*
with ki'lnes complaint, which terminated at
'' in inllamiiiatiuij.
1
While all hoped he might rc'"\'-r. yet ev rv mic familiar with lii.* ease saw
v;

<

auie

v es-

1;

Lodge, and was probably the oldest Mason in
He had been twice married, and leaves a
town.

H. M. Weed for
isi■ pi11l' A tr.'ii
Lanyill, report that the city is not
1
municipal olli»-ers voted to decline to
Li-ir
t tin* collector t
briny suit for taxes asse-.
n
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D

furnace and
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ard

He

latch received

"KAUspoK

exceed-

Chief mustering officer,

new

Methodist society and the community in

The

urc'i la-i

...Mr. Henry G. Morgan, a well
kc .\vn and liighlv esteemed citizen, was stricken
with paralysis on
Tuesday afternoon Jan. Moth, and
-oon became
helpless and insensible, and remained
in that condition till
Friday night, Feb. *2d, when
death ensued. Mr. Morgan wa- a member ol‘ How

d.’pariinent. Itoll of accounts amountiny to
:--’d
'v
The claim of Isaac Oakepi--**11
w.i- n 1'Tivl to finance committer.
<)ake» claims
lb

wa-

are a

Nieker.-on in the husineshas bought t!:e
entire stock in trade and propo-e-, to continue the
business.

-light shock of paralysis last week, but it is thought
at he will -oon come around all right_Mrs.
I u > Merrill fell, and was
quite severely injured,

pe

t;*le.

formerlv
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new

the lecture

convenient loca-

nice vestry finished in

general will regret the departure of this excellent
family.... I >r. <L A. Wheeler, our hi.-torian, has

and prop..-,
-n ''e.-d- F.

apt. Tlieophilus Ho\'v>, of Bueksport. At the
death shewn- the widow of the D-v
Mr. Hutchings-Capt. Thomas Crockett had a

>sc;«r F.

The

M"-i

more

a

a

doing a good bu-ineThey liav e
piin ha-ed the land on which their i-uildii g -tand-

to comm

af-

and her two sons are good
try organ. Mr-. \\
singer-, and with their help the evening meetings
in the vestry have been very interesting and profit-

all.

time of her

November
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been raised, and

the b i-cmcnt, in which
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'.*7, Mr-. lJo-ilSi
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apt. John W. sproul. she wathc daughter of the lute C’apt. Klishu D. Kldridge.
"f North Buck-port. Her first husband wa-the hit*-

re<*eived and referred to tin* committee

ua-

1 -i*•

r

of

ter. the wife of (

1-7-. and allow the
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1

friends here, as she seemed so young an 1 active
the last time she was with us, visiting her daugh-

unmittc* I whom was: referArnold Harris for property de-

J'**p'»rl that tin*
•

Mr-.

Tin*

sj on.
1

:n

H.

well tilled and

wa-

years her

.ty treasurer was an
-ettle with A I) Bean
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name

the

."surgeon ; D. M. Spencer, Chaplain;
I.-aar .J. Dunham, Adjutant-We were pained last
week to learn of the sudden death in Dockland of

<

K.

K.

>Ir.

follow.—George Dudley, Command

A. W.
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edifice has been moved to
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cross

spiritual

wide,
Cole ha-sold his promising live year old colt

cigln-. I. Warren. K. B Gardner
de-ign which is •«* appear on the

Fernald, (Quarter Master; J.
the Day; Charles K. Jepson,

■*.

pi tii 1

ii

d'lhn I»
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Atvvooq,

collector

I)'’dye, ireorye A. sleeper and
H. Hr!t
t"i the
unrler en liny Nov. :;n,
■•ui.I a u uniiny to .-f i-j.aj, be placed upon the
•*
p
M-and tin -ame Ik deducted from the
Harris*’a 1 lay ford’.- bill for the quarter
t

as

passenger- may
foot-“Tie* Zigzag-” i- the

Win ikki'ort

|.*r that year.
-That the account

passed
an

now,

interest in

new

a

fairs, and through bis persistent- eflorts the church

tinned above will be

citizen- drove down on tar island of Verona last
Saturday t“ g>-t a view of the steamer Katahdin as
-lie lay embedded in tile ice a few mile- below here.
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Alice

wa} as to lie <• f the greate-I profit to it- members
...A tele-ram wa« iveiu-tl la-t Monday slating

liollin-.
vj.itnmkm

iiisl

she
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FMia-t,i- vi-itiny trieinls here_Mr
iv.-.'wnd ami resumed his duties a-««*n
tin F.« lta.-t railroad.

ii-

on

vestry

Ml"!

Mu

(•.

ingly interesting and instructive_The ‘•Bucksport Young People's society of Christian Kndeav
or” will hold weekly prayer meetings on
Thursday
vest,-, until further notice. All
evenings in Kim
are invited t
attend-Quite a number of our

auadian papers.
Fllswortli, son of Joseph
e

Files. W. B. II

Harbor,

idea- how
teachers but are
not teaching at present.
II there i- any other town
in t ne ounty or even in the State with sev en humired and three inhabitant- that is ahead, let them
arise and speak
..Charles 11 Flack's barn men

catalogue waoriginated and executed by Mr. Moses himself. I?
is a speeimau of line ta-te.... Prof. Sew a I of Bangor Theological Seminary, delivi red a lecture on
“•Mir s.ixui bathers a thoii-and year- ag"" in
in the K in St. vestry last Thnr-day evening. The

\va-

has awakened

ness

to

s.

liusiues- i- rather quiet with
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Beazb-

'til.
■'■ .-atln i- is
very mild and summer like here. I
\e-tenlay. pickiny violets and other
il 'U.’i -'Mi Amelia Islatnl, Fernandina. The
1
PiU>t have been so in the shade_Mr.
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lx.111• r> arrived home la>t week from M-m,.
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u.iei.i. win 1-- lie ha- been on a brief visit.
11 the yreat wintei
rnival.
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the outside route. The captain

-ome

actively engaged

and other-... .The
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Sunday, but

sermon
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Woodbury arrived
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Rev. c.
Winslow :ms been pastor of the Methodist ebureli here almost three years. His earnest-

to us.

that lie- Brig Henry < Buekman was a total wreck
near Cardenas, Cuba.
The Buekman wa- two
of this place,
> ear-old, built by Wm. Benz ley A <
and valued at $24,000. She wa- owned by Wm.

days afterward....
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literary society organized -everal weeks ago in
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Trial .Justice Greer, of Belfast,
Freedom on Thursday of last week to

ytks.

i"

friends siluv his arrival-Our community
made sad by tin* death, last week, of Rev.

•Jerome Harris. He has been a resident of this
town about forty .w ars and pistol* of the I'niver*alist Church for twenty-live years, lie ha* gone
t" join the loved ones that have preceded him,
where sorrow is unknown and where the sundered

complaint of George O. Danf<-rth v.- Ambrose II Wyman. The writ alleged
list Wyman practiced cruelty to animals—stock
-hoop—by tying together the legs of seven sheep
and plac ing them in a six foot wagon in such a
manner that their feet ami head- dangled against
ilie spokes of the wagon.
Wyman denied c ruelty
and introduced testimony that he- carried the sheep
in tlie usual manner. The .»u-tioe found probable
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Lodge

Hillside

Hi-inc

declining years-(apt. Ralph
ship William <L Davis, has
He left his ship in San Francisco

their

them

arrived home.
in charge of ( apt. Wood, and came home on account of tin* illne*s of his wife. The high esteem
in which the captain i> held ha* been made manifest by the numerous calls he has received from

..

M,hu-etts.

r-

I

new

instituted at Stockton this week by s. A. Kendell,
L'i
Waldo Granite Lodge at Frankfort is only
four week- old and number.- about 75 members-

vtmirkaHe

,i

a-

(

i.

v e

-•

I’m-day evening by W.
\\
Haney. An oyster -upper

i;

until duly when she intends to return home_
Littletield is very ill. The weight of
years is pressing heavily upon her. Mr. Littletield
is also an invalid, but they are blessed in having
their daughter, Mrs. Frank Marden, to care for
Mrs. Rufus

delegations_Belfast Lodge

full

Twenty

Italian steamer

—

quarter with ISO members. The following are the principal oilieers installed Monday
Chas. s. Bickford, Chief Templar; Hattie
night
Furbi.-h. Vice T.; Frank Ivnowlton, See’y.; Annie
Field, Financial See.: Gertrude Walker, Treas.;
Mrs. E. E. IVndIcton, Chaplain; Warren Bahbidge,
Marshal;-Lane- simonton. G uard. A large initiation next Monday night.... A new Lodge will be

Belfast,
if. Fog.

Solomon Council of

-end

to

opens the

fhi 1- i sill'c the loth of

I

kton.
( apt Adelbert llichborn is loading
New York for Porto Rico. Herman llichborn,
who i* attending the Dental College in that city,
proposes taking a pleasure trip with the captain
during his vacation-Mrs. Etta MeCilvcry is
Miss
visiting relative* and friends in Searsport
Eillias staples writes that she is enjoying her
school in New Mexico very much. She is engaged

stck

Lodge

District

K. A.

in

Good Tkmi lar

Waldo

rti-ing columns,

«

«»rd to say tot.range secretaries.

w

\

about
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occurs

Brackett, in

K.

The ollieers of Atlantic

Chapter were publicly installed on Thursday evening of last week, a company of 350 being present.
After installation a collation of ice cream,cake and
All
grapes was served, followed by dancing.
present greatly enjoyed themselves.

member of Bay View Council.

The people go
In one continuous,

»»c"

Yin a MIA ven.

The widow of the late Miles S. Staples, Esq., of
this city, has received a check of $1000 from the
Americ an Legion of Honor. Her husband was a

:

a

at

thorough

determined upon.

one-half the

manner

tint!

a

Printed

Price.

perfect Jit guaranteed every time.

Sun

ii

he N atural Wonders and SuiritualTea •..lung >f tin* QI IN
unfolded and explained, and the beautiful Analogies O ii If
between the Sun of Nature and the Sun of Iflgliteounen*
clearly traced out. A new work by Uev. Herbert Morrill,
II.II., full of Inspiration, Able, Earnest, Brilliant, Devout.
More interesting than Romance.
AGENTS WANTED
immediately. A dear field. Nothing Tike it ever offered.
Addrem*, J. V. pcCL'KDY & CO., Philadelphia, l'a.

Iyr20

GEORGE W.

BURKETT,

CITY

BLOCK,

81 and 83 Main Street.
BELFAST, IvIAIISTE.

My Little Girl.

MUST BE SOLD !

Ili iglit blue eyes aud long
gold.
Bom bud mouth and a dimpled chin,
to
were
never
made
that
scold,
l.ips
But that purse and pout their sweetness

LARGE LOT OF

W oolenS
To close out before putting III mj

STRING GOODS!
All

bought within two months.

now

my stock of

Examine

-INCLUDING-

Damty hands and a delicate wrist;
t hubby arms, now
gink and then white;
Ten small toes that are safely kissed,
Though l hey peep and glimmer out of sight.
Come to mv arms, little Ethel, sweet!
1 .ei me hold you safely away from ill.
While w e give some rest to the tender feet
That are always moving and never still.

through,

>n

Csntocook, M aai White

errands of love and

joy

to

Will tin y halt and stumble o'er
ways,
>r run. rejoicing, on easy road?
Will jour heart hold the brightness of happy

days?

good

1 know that your eyes will see

Shall

things,

Suspeiders:
*\r <.*. Ac.

BEST ASSORTMENT OF

LMBiED & UNLAUNDRIED SHIRTS
In

the

city.

all varieties and sljlcs.

Fancy Goods,

&

Stationery

Ah w ell, my own ! we may never tell
Till tile future becomes the present time:
Ymir days may be dear as the silver bell
'That we hear at eve in the sacred chime.
You may m ver know what it is to mourn;
'i our every hour may be dull with grief;
Ywi may be weighted with pleasure borne;
You may -igh and praj for death's chill relief!

Gems

Weekly Story Papers, Harper’s Magazine,
1 in.
Fuller.

\M>

Other

Periodicals,

-s

is

un

of Thought.

tinselling

of ourselves.

[F.

W.

Hope is Hie cordial of the human heart.

SEASIDE LIBRARY.

[Burns.

-AT-

le al glory springs from the silent conquest of
out-elves.
[ThoHI-Oll.

DWIGHT P. PALMER'S.
f".t

TEMPLE.

MASONIC

pleasant

Midi away in my arm-, my Ethel, sweet!
I.el me whisper a wish o'er your head, to-day ;
Be it joy or grief, may vour wailing feet
>eek but and remain in the narrow way!
[i l.rislian liegister.

NECK-TIES !
In

for-

'That your ears will hear words of love and
truth?
Will the nioulli he dumb, that so gaily sings?
Will your age he as care-free as your youth?

Miltons, Gloves, Hosier!,
Hcllvl’s, T *mbrel las,

day

go?
rugged

Will your hands hear the sweets of
tune's load?

All-Wool Goods!
Collars. Cuffs.

in;

Look in my eyes and tell me, true,
What will they do when you alder grow?
Will you use them, as now, the whole

UNDERWEAR,

GENTS

'iinsl ini' ishine with it'
Th.

bciuly.

makes everything
[Wilson.

whoi.an forget thcmthan govern themselves.
[Buskin.

r.

\es

iike love, it
own

ire

more

people

I ns* him little who praises all, him less who
.■eii'tir.
all. and him least who is inditVereut
about all.
[I.avater.
Cliaraeter is higher than intellect. A great
'..ul will be strong to live as well as strong to
think. [Fmerson.

New Life

The

is given by using Brown’s
Ikon Bitters.
In
the
Winter it strengthens and
warms the system; in the
Spring it enriches the blood
and conquers disease; in the
Summer it gives tone tc the
nerves and
digestive organs;
in the Ball it enables the
system to stand the shock
of sudden changes.

serving

no

way

can

[Goethe.

A had lit all i- like all earthen vessel, easy to
break and hard to men I. A good man i- like a
goal, n \esscl, hard to break and easy to mend.
From the Hindoo.

1 iard speech between those who have loved
hideous in tin lie morv. like the sight of greatness and
beauty sunk into vice and rags.—
[(..•urge Flint.
i

ineho." said Don (Quixote, ‘‘there
i- a great deal of diftcrence between love and
gratitud.
It is very possible for a gentleman
not to he ,n love, hut strictly speaking it is imhe
should
he ungrateful."
po-sihle

disease be

surely prevented as by
keeping the system in perso

fect condition.
Brown's
Iron Bitters ensures perfect health through the
changing seasons.it disarms
the danger from impure
water and miasmatic air.
and it prevents Consumption, Kidney and Liver Diease, Sx.

Gni'L vi 'v. :
in stating th.u

hristians are too dejected. They get
under tin- covert of a peculiar theology, or ensconce themsi Ives in shadowy eaves of vvilfulu — or pertinacity or unbelief, and then complain that tli.-y cannot see the Min of BightII. lighten- the world. Let them
"ii-nes-.
.■..in., out beneath ills beams, and at once they
v\ iil feel tin fire.
Their shivering faith, which
wi li tln in i- rather tin- reminiscence of heat
than a resorting to its unfailing source, will
m mount up to fervor. [Bcv. J. Hamilton.

pleas-

;

The

Beware
of
imitations.
Ask for Brow n’s Iron Bitters, and insist on having
it.
Don't be imposed on
with
something recommended as "just as goon."
The genuine is made only
by the Brown Chemical Co.

Baltimore. Md,

I y i*7

rrtE

ST

best

d

CAREFULLY PREPARED.
TUOKOl'CIILY TI>TFD,
ACCEPT ABLE AM) KELT ABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheat are its most
valuable food property, and are, v/hen properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with, which to build up tlie system.
The Blood, Brain and Nerves are the forces
which bear tue strain of every day work and
Life, ana in erder to save sickness i* is w ise to
Bl ILD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Bit ters are prepared, not by frrrr. n; ta~
tion but by solution and are richest in the
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated.
These make in themselves a basis, to which, is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a t r. ie and bitter. It is at once healthful, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are sold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by druerjrists, SI.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., M’f’rs. N. Y.

Trimmings!

IN ALL WIDTHS & PRICES.
new

stack

just

received at

B. F. WELLS\ tf:

Try
J

My Strength.

DR. DUNCAN’S GOLDEN OIL

A new di-e«verv; a great faniilv
remedy; ean be had at.I. W. Waterman’.-. IJ-tvford
Block, opposite National Bank, or Wood iV Thomphill’s, IMuenix Bow, Belfast.
:jwa
GEORGE W.CHAl'MAN, Agent, Belfa-t, Me.
loin

England.

Essex and Yorkshire
SALK AT
Inquire of

JTIOK

Pigs.

BAY VIKW STOCK FARM
K. A. CROSS, Kureuiuu

Belfast, May 31,1HS2.—28tf

HERE AT LAST.
After Long anti Weary Waiting Belief Is Brought
to those who need It.

“Well, Pat,” said an Orange county Physician to
a complaining Irish patient some
years ago, “for
that pain in your chest you had better go home and
put on a mustard plaster. I can’t think this minute
of anything better. And bv the way,” added the
doctor turning to a friend, “I wish Homebody would
invent a real good plaster—something actually helpful for such eases as Pat’s. Maybe they will' sometime. when it’h too late for

S

Mine

excellent results.

A

e.

If wo think of spiritual food, we may learn
ll it to tin -.nil that waits on Him and looks to
Him a little, very little, very humble food in
Hi atfeetions. thankfully received and acknowledged a- Hi- gift, may he blessed and vivified
ai.,] nlarged. until tile whole soul is satislied
with food, even with the bread of life.
[Theophiltis 1’arsons.

i.avc ucd
Jlrown's lion Hitters m miliaria and nervous troubles,
caused l>y overwork, with

Cotton

tb-er

The d -ire to live a good life, accompanied
with a habit of obedience and humility, a readiness to do what our religion requires, and to
leave our future states and their need- in the
hand- of Providence. such I- a sure road of progress in the life of true religion.
[l{e\. Frank
Sewall.

//. .S'. Berlin. Esq., of the
well-known firm of II. 6.
Berlin & Co.. Attorneys, Le
Droit Building, Washington, D. C, writes, Dec. 5th,
1S81 :
ure

[Swedenborg.

Hold fast to the present, livery position,
every moment of life, is of unspeakable value
athe representative of a whole eternity.

"(

In

v nature of low
i- to find its joy in
others, not for one's own benefit but

then-.

to use it.”
When BENSON'S CAPCINE POROl’s PLASTER was placed on the market about ten years ago
the doctor’s hope became a fact.
Because of Harare medicinal virtues inherent in it, its
rapid action and sure results, theCapcine is fast displacing
the. slow-acting plasters of former davs, for all affections to which a plaster is over applicable. Price
2a cents. In the middle of the genuine is out the
word <JPACIN'E.
I ml
me

Seabury & Johnson, Chemists, New York.

California

co, and so got rich because he couldn’t
it.
He is parsimonious, exacting,
and one of the most unpopular men in
the city, and his calling and habits,
which he can never be induced to change,
have made him so.
Mr. Mills is a very
different type of man, but his vast fortune
was acquired by much the same methods.
He began his career in California as the
keeper of a kind of thread and needle
store in Sacramento, but he soon bloomed
out as a money lender and gold-dust
dealer.
He made money fast and finally
started a bank, and by the most cautious
business methods added to his store.
Then he met the dashing Ralston and
with him and others started the Hank of
California. Ralston carried things with a
high hand. He made money by the million for himself and his chief associates—
Mills and Sharon—but he couldn’t keep
his own share. The Belcher-Crown Point
bonanza was nearly all the property of
these three, with Senator Jones added.
Mills knew but little of the inner workings of the bank which controlled these
mines and their operations.
He trusted
He conRalston and Sharon for that.
tented himself with taking what came to
him and asking no questions. But he
held on to it religiously,
lie never speculated knowingly : never engaged actively in anything: he simply sat, sleek and
fat, in the president's chair of the bank
and signed his name in a perfunctory
Mr.
way to everything brought to him.
Mills did rouse himself once, when somebody told him that Ralston owed the
bank nearly $5,000,000— had scooped all
its surplus and half its capital.
The sleek
old gentleman turned white for a moment,
but he was equal to the occas on.
He
closed the door, called the directors, demanded of Ralston a statement, w hich not
coming as promptly as he thought the
occasion required, demanded further Ralston's resignation.
It was given on the
spot, and the disgraced nabob went out
of the door and threw himself into the
bay. Mr. Mills has a fortune of perhaps
$ la.(100,000, and how he acquired it is a
mystery to most Californians to-day.
“Nobody ever saw him do anything,'' is a
rental k one frcquentlv hears concerning
Mr. Mills.
1 ueve was less mystery about the methods by which •■.lim" Keene accumulated
the millions with which he went to New
York and started Wall street.
He got
them by cool effrontery. brazen courage,
and an energy and dash that were marvelous.
He got them by an up-and up,
stand-up. single-handed tight with .James
C. Flood and bis Bonanza associates.
When Keene went to San Francisco ho
was a bright fellow, and it didn’t take
him long to select his way of making a
living. He had been teaehingschoo] and

help

curls of

Nabobs.

Perhaps the Pacific coast nabob most
talked about and written about during
bis six years' term in the Tinted States
Senate was William Sharon. Mr. Sharon
is a singular compound of intellectual
feebleness, personal
vanity, business
sagacity and luck. When, twenty years
ago. he went from Ohio to California, he
had neitla r money, business training, nor
inil iencr.
In less than a decade thereafter he had an income of half a million
dollars a month, and when elected to the
Semite in I -H from Nevada, after an expenditure of fully $000,1 MM) in the canvass,
lie was reputed to he worth $10,()()(),(MM).
1'lie country is familiar with the small
and almost ridiculous ligure he cut in
W ishington
I tut there wassome reason
Im it. for 'he death of Ralston, in Is75,
and the fa;.tire of the Rank of California,
imperilled Mr. Sharon’s interests to an
extent width threatened him at one time
with disaster.
He and Ralston were
partners in vast mining and real estate
interests, and when the latter was found
to be a delimiter to the extent of nearly
$.->,!MMi.uoii, there was but one thing for
Sharon to do to save himself- makegood
the deficit and take all of Ralston’s
schemes upon his own shoulders.
It was
a mighty task, and it took two or three
seats to bring order out of chaos.
But
it was done.
Hie bank of California was
lolly rehabilitated, and if Sharon's original
fortune is not wholly intact, it is hut little
impaired. He is probably worth to-day
from $.">,ili111,not) to $s.llini,’()()(), but a large
portion of this is represented by the
P.ilace hotel, which does not yield i per
cent, a year on the original investment.
Mr. Sharon is also the chief owner of the
Spring Valley water-works, a local monopoly which supplies the city with water,
and lie and 1). (). Mills own the Virginia
and Vruckee and the Carson and Colorado railroads in Nevada.
The former is
the road which connects Virginia City
with the Centra! Pacific, and in bonanza
times it used to pay go per cent, on a
capital three times watered. But those
days have gone by.
.\muner very ncn man—and the very
antithesis of.Sharon—is (Jen. Thomas 11.
W illiams.
It is proper to speak of him in
runneetion with Sharon, for he was the
1‘emocratic candidate against the latter
foi the Senate, and the two hate each
other with enthusiasm.
Williams is the
■son of the lion.
Sherrod Williams, a
former Kentucky Congressman, and is a
lawyer and a brilliant one; but since he
“cleaned up" .*5,011(1,01)0 in the Big Bonanza he has abandoned
practice. The
foundation of bis fortune was laid in a
singular way. Some live years before the
discovery ol the Big Bonanza, he was attorney for a man in a lawsuit in Virginia
City. The General lost the suit, and the
man didn’t want to pay his fee.
Williams
sued, and finally it was compromised by
the man giving him 100 feet of mining
ground, called the “Central No. 2” claim
on the Comstock.
The General took it
rat'i r than carry the thing further, but
he considered it of little if any value. He
tried to give half of it away once if the
donee would guarantee to do the assessment work, but the person to whom he
ottered it declined.
When the Consolidated Virginia company was organized
"Central No. 2” adjoined their ground on
the north. \\ hen the California company
was formed it took in “Central No. 1”
and \\ illiams was given 8,0(10 shares of
stock for bis claim.
When the great bonanza was found it was discovered that
the very heart of it—the bulge so to speak
-was located in that 100 feet of
ground.
The great rise in the stock and the enormous dividends it yielded
gave Gen. Williams his present fortune. So much for
a reluctantly-accepted and
half-despised
lawyer’s fee! Williams gets his title ol
“General” from the fact that he was once
attorney general of California. They are
fond of titles in that state, and they attach them to each other’s names on the
slightest pretext. Once elect a man justice of the peace and he is “Judge” for
life.
The California millionaires w ith least
romance attached to the acquirement of
their fortunes arc Nicholas Luning and
D. O. Mills. The former began in the
early days as a money loaner at 5 and ten
per cent, per month, saved money, bought
land in the then suburbs of San Francis-

editing

a

weekly newspaper

at

Shasta,

Fal
and the life didn't suit him.
lie
often says himself that he was the poorest editor that e^er grabbed a shears. So
greatly did the petty annoyances of an
editorial room impress themselves upon
bis memory, that y ears after, in the wild
clamor of the stock board, when fortunes
were being made and lost in a minute,
Keene has said frequently that above till
that din he could yet hear his old foreman's howl for "copy." He began bis San
Francisco eareci as a curbstone broker,
and used to cm cute older* on the street
for bigger brokets in the board,
iiisadvance was rapid and bis luck prodigious,
lie soon had a membership, and in the
great excitement of Ic7v! became known
as the boldest and most dashing
operator
in the market.
He was generally a bear,
and as such became a thorn in the side of
Ralston and other heavy l-tills.
When
Flood came upon the scene he was the
first to throw a ted Hag in the face of
that tamo and draw bis lance.
Flood
hated Keene wi h an awe-inspiring hatred.
He possessed money enough to crash
him, but he bttdn t tb brains, and with
every effort be only added to Keene's
bank account. The latter began hearing
the Bonanza stocks at almost their highest figure, and be never stopped until be
left the street with >4.0011,111111 in mdd.
fully three-fourths of which cape from
the coffers of Ins mortal enemit s. Keene
seems to have got more conservative and
cautious since lie went to New York.
But then, as bis friends say, be is rich
and indifferent, and wants now to enjoy
life.
James I!, llaggin is a California millionaire, who furnishes an example of
what can he done in mining without tlu*
aid of excitements and “deals,and stock
boards and speculation,
lie mints for
w hut is in tile ground solely, and has
been the most fortunate man in that respect tile l’aeitie coast has ever produced.
When Mr. liaggin hears of a “prospect"
it
he sends a trusty agent to look at it.
approved, he buys it; and the most marvelous thing of all is he so rarely makes a
mistake that it is exceptional.
It was lie
that developed the Black Hills mines,
which have yielded millions and seem inexhaustible. The Ontario of I'tah, a
property which lias paid millions in dividends, is his. The Jocuatista mine, of
Mexico, is yielding shut), lit ill a month. It
is Mr. Haggin's.
He conducts a mine as
he would every other business enterprise
—on
strictly business principles. He
never buys stock and never sells any.
If
it were not made necessary by certain
laws, he would not incorporate a mine
and issue stock.
Mr. Haggin’s wealth is
prodigious, hut so quiet are his methods
and exclusive his operations, that no one
could form a just estimate of it: it runs
In person Mr.
away into the millions.
Haggin is the most distinguished looking of any of the California nabobs, lie
is dark and swarthy, dignified in bearing
and haughty in conversation,
lie never
smiles, never tolerates the slightest familiarity or levity, and never hows to
He
any one hut dose acquaintances
drives a four-in-hand to an English mail
coach, and sometimes a tandem to a dug
cart.
11 is family carriage is invariably
accompanied by coachman and footman
in gorgeous livery and tup boots, and the
whole life and surroundings of the man
are aristocratic to the extreme.
He lielungs to a type of millionaire of which he
is the sole representative in California.
■

Enterprise of Belfast Sailors.
The
a

Farmington

communication

.Journal has received
1'rom

.John

.Mason of

Woodlawn, Fairfax county, Virginia, now
eighty-four years old, who used to live at
West’s Mills, Maine, about sixty years
In speaking of the enterprise of
ago.
Maine boys he relates the following:
Salem, Mass., was the lirst seaport
town on this continent to enter the China

and Fast India trade.
build a clipper ship,

They decided

to

and
doubly
strongly arm her, to go to the Pacific
ocean and try to open a trade with the
natives for furs to take to China to trade
for tea. She reached the Pacific in safety and in advancing to the higher latitudes the lookout at masthead discovered a sail. The ship’s course was changed and when within hailing distance the
captain of the clipper hailed
“Ship
ahoy !”
“Aye, aye, sir,” came the response.
“What schooner is that, and where
front f
“TheRachel Ann, from Belfast, Maine.”
“What author do you navigate by
“Dilworth’s Spelling Book.”
“What is your cargo and where bound!”
“Trinkets and traps to trade with the
natives for furs to take to the Chinese to
trade for tea, their barter.”
“Good luck to you, shipmates 1”
“The same to yourself.”
Thus had tho brave, hardy sailors of
Belfast anticipated those of her sister
seaport town of Salem, and while the latter were building and
equipping a suitable vessel for their untried voyage, the
former, with commendable enterprise and
bravery, started out alone on this untried
and hazardous voyage.
man

Why will you longer be filled with dread for the
future and end your days with general debilitv.
when Wheat Bitters will make you feel like a new
person! It’s the only good brain, blood and nerve
food. Sold by all druggists.
the Heart-ease.
This is a common attendant *>f general
dropsy.
The heart appears, to the patient, to float; the pulse
is frequent and irregular.
Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator will not only bring relief, but will cure this
and all other forms of heart disease.
Water

Turning
cigars.

In

Virginia.

Our old friend. Mr. William Olaughton, of
lleuthsville, sheriff of Korthumhcrlund Co.,
Va., says: “We have many good medicines in
our parts, hut nothing which equals St. Jacobs
Oil, the Great German Remedy. My family
keep the Oil in the house at all times and use ft
for almost everything that a medicine can be
used for. They claim that il is unequaled for
rheumatism and all bodily pains. [Tappaliannock. (Va.) Tide Water Index.
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Frosli, SinokGil, Dry & Pickled

brand of

Warranted the Best,
have chapped hands, rough or chafed .-kin,
be instantly cured by using l'earl’- White
Glycerine. Do not take anything said t<» be just
as good.
Sold by all druggists.
The Rhine has been getting high.
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Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,

Lumbago. Backache. Headache. Toothache.
Sore Tiiroal. duelling-*. Spraiiin, {2nii>(t%

$‘2.50
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anil Lillies. Manilla* I urn! only by \ It. Wiumi;,
l\\i>
>ohl by .,11 ifru^.nist-.
( henii't, lioston.

March 5,
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iiooi,,

moil

under the instruction of
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American Hotel.
Having been unexpectedly called upon
to take charge of the above hotel, 1 hope

with the n>-i'>tancc of MU. KDWAUDS. the
former clerk, to maintain the good reputation heretofore formed by the late landIni-'I. MV.. HILL K. IIIILMr.S, win. lias taken up Ills

j

be found in the State.
Concave, Conn \.
and Colored Lenses, from
common glass to the. purest pebble,
adapted b»
all ages and conditions of the rye, in
(-OLI), 81LYKK, STKEL.CKLLI LOID A 1U BBKB BOWS,
Come and buy these goods at fair price, and have

resilience in Itncklaml.
II. N. LANCASTER,
lyi'M
American lintel, Belfast, Me.

FARM FOR

them

properly selected for your eyes.
Watches (locks and Jewelry repaired in the

STOPPED FREE

I

Mu r vein u S Sit tress

District Court of the ( lifted Slates tor the
District of Maine, in Bankruptcy.
N the matter <d WILLIAM and -I A M L> CliLAT.
individually nn*! as partner' under the style oi
Treat A: Compam Bankrupts
-At Belfast, in said Iij.striet,
District. of M.iiue
on the 115th day <»f January, \. I>. i>s:?.
The umlersiifue 1 hereby ijives notice of hi- appointment a- A ssi.^nec of the joint and separate estates of William and James Treat, of Frankfort,

adjudged Bankrupts individually
partners under the style and linn name of
A Compam by said Court on their own pe-

a>

tition, tiled July s. lsr>7.
Jwl
JOM-llML WILLIAMSON, Assignee.

HONEY BEES.
The New System of Bee-keeping.
one who has a Karin or Carden ran
keep
Bees on my plan with good Profit. I have invented
a Hive and New system of Ben Management, which

I

j

SALE.

I or sale in Northport, near the
centre of the town, on the stage
road, two miles from the Camp
tJround, a desirable farm of 11 o
acres.
Said farm is divided into
goon hi iii, p:i»iiiragt* amt nuagi*, amt nas a goou
oivlianl. lUiililings in good condition. Will be sold
at a bargain.
Inquire ol‘
iirnsoN c. imow\.
Nortliport, Jan. ■>:>, Iss;{.—;{\\4*

completely changes the whole prone-s of Iter-keeping, and renders the business pleasant and prollta

I have received One Hundred Dollars Profit,
lde.
from sale of Box Honey from One Ilive of I tecs in
IlluatraUd (’irrnlar of / nil Purtiruiars
year.
V’rrv. \ddrcss
MRS. 1.I//.IE E. COTTON.
•dm3
West Oorhatn, Maine.

one

“Blood Will

Jer.-ry

BEPPO (No. 33b Me. .state .Jersey herd book.)
Bred by Deo. Blanchard & Bro., < limb. C'tr., Bnutdmoor Fanil.
Sire, ••( oromis,” dam, Ibssie lull
er.” Sire and dam an* from the best, milk and butter strains of blood.
Bcppo has very yellow skin
and ear, remarkable line milk points, and good
escutcheon. A vers superior hull. Terms, $1. Cow s
sold or unrcturnctl considered with calf. Bills payable Jan. 1, is,S3.
J. W. LAND.
lutf

I*. O. and express address to Pit.
Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa.

KLINE. 9:tl
Seepriucipaldruggists.

11 \vC*
ist‘iiu*i, Nov.

scriber,
persoiiB nre eautioneil against
ing :my money to him on my iiecount.
;iu
It.

The two story house and onehalf acre of land on Church and
( ourf streets, known as the “Samt'KL Hunks’ 1*i aci:.”
Inquire
of
N. F. HOUSTON.
iss_\
is

For Sale
l’.rick

inly-
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s.

t f;{

house

<>n

or

Rent.

Congress street,

c.

j

Jamil, 1883.—t>w2

Thurlow.
lately oceuj»ie«l hvfs.
\YM. C. MARSHALL.
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Machinery.
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THE .JOURNAL OFFICE.
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THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO
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Notice of Foreclosure.
\v.
WT'IIKHIAS.
in tin* ('oilnt
T V

THOMPSON. o| St' e u, n.
v
of Waldo. <>n the -i\t<■•■nrh
V. I>. |s7'.», by liN de< d of mortaaae
of that date, reeorded in the Wald" lb -i ti
P> -"k
l*t. Page •iso, to which reference i- hereby had.conveyed Jo me under the name ot *'.trah P. Lustier, a
certain 1"! of land >ituated in said [own, and bound
ed as follows beginning in or near the w e-t line
highway road near the cold spring, so-called thence
easterly, crossing said road by land of \U\. ». ri I
tin and others, one hundred rod- to the soul Inn d
corner of the Wm. ( lewley
lot, socalleil; thenci
northerly, on east line of said lot, forty rod to :i
stake; thenee westerly, parallel to lir a line, ad -at
do-k
one hundred ro Is, crossing -aid road, to the
"
a
er lot, so-called; thence southerly, b\ '.aid ( r
lot, forty rods to first bound, containim: went id
acres, more or less; meaning t" nun c\ all the land
which he owned of the >ai I ( lew lev I <f. whien i'
wood lot situate in said Stockton, in be ><> '-.aii- d
Marsh woods; and whereas, the condition ot -.i;d
mortgage is broken, by rca.'on wln rc<.i i ■•iaim a
foreclosure.
D.
A
Dated this thirtieth dav of .'aiiuar
SAKAI! P Kl'sTls.
b\.'>
l>y .loSKril Wild.I VMsn.N, her Vttoruev
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F.i:. Ingai.is. si
A.rent in America, Concord, N. f!
i ori>old by nil
Druggists._a: O

IT HAS PERFECTLY CURED

Leading

SCIATICA

after twelve physicians had pronounced the case inIt will cure Km:i matism, Nki kai .iia,
curable.
Lame Hack, «&e., alter all else has Tailed, sold by
1 \re< >wf>2
1 )ruirirists.

f-r
ornmonl

31. per Lottie, s:x bottles for
by express. Semi
stamp for eminent physicians’ treat, is.* on these diseases.

TRY
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case.

SOFTENING of the Heart. very
PALPITATION
ANGINA PECTORIS, Oi
oi;; V
Heart. Dr

ITu:.

BISHOP

heart

Dr

THE DOiCEE & COWARD CO.
Hose Grower*,
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Livernre at

case.

WATER in the

order, and are
the oulv coneer-i lnakinuf a S|»|.( I \l. |{iiNiue~.H
"id’"
)\er<»0 liar««* I louses ton liosesa!
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HYPERTROPHY, or enlargement ofthe
/
Ventricles.
PERICARDITIS, or inflammation ofthe

y§ io.‘
100
|§:
"i.niNoiii.- 1-iU Sl AT f
UJC tfMMF rhoieeand
valuable ICO>i:s
Wil r" hi w r
&■* Vtofl S « L> tree with

TWOMBLY,

with all needed assistance.
For further information address
O. II KEEN, Seeretarv
Or S. s. TWOMBEY. Prim, Keedom, Me.
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SPRIN’li TEEM of Freedom Academy will
open Feb. Ill, IS M3, under the instruction of

CAOTSON NOTICE.
IiKOUi IK l)K IMiOIX is no longer connedeil w ith the bUHinesa cimilui-teil by the sub-

MU. ami Jill

Hair

f|MIE
X

FOR SALE.
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JUNK, PAPER STOCK,

Tell !”

1 EE 1m* kept on tin* premises of the subscriber,
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▼ Y
bull
Rrooks, for service this season,

NOTICE.

'cure, fur Fits, Fjnlepsy and Nerve Affections.
Infallible if taken as directed. No Fits after
first day's use. Treatise and §2 trial bottle free to
FitnatlentB, they paying expressage. Send name,

>!*!'•
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BEECHERS

mSS
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Treat
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SAIL
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cards free.

cuswill be mailed fukk to all appheants, uni
tomers of last year without o: derimr it. It eon tain a
about 175 i'Hires, f.an illu-trations. prays, aeeurato
descriptions and \:.l;iat*!• duvet: >:is for planting
1500
varieties of Y t'.refuel'• and Flower Seeds,
1’lar.ts, Fruit Trees, -to. I.* valuable to all, espec1 for it 1
iallv to Market (iard'iiers.

who have been

CORNER,
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to
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ny */■ts %;

Send two 3c. stamps to A.
Boston. Ma-s., and receive :.i.

\

Let-Carriage Shop.
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rill-:

SPECTACLES & EYE GLASSES

best manner.

"■

'■■,

^---w

(
J. HALL, Clerk.
Jar.. :;n, is-:;.
-worn to.
Before me.
M u 11. Ft>«.leu, Justice of the Peace.

NOTICE.

MOST

ED. W. KNOWLTON.

%,

>

If yon aresnfTeriny from Kidney
Disease, and \vi-h !•> live to cud :ir,c\
l’hcy
use Sl'M'lH'K DITTi.AS.

^
|

Every

one of tIn* LAlP.LsTand
COMP LUTE stock of

*<x h4

—

PURE COD LIVER
k OIL
AMD LIME. J

To Consumptives. Maui) ham been liapp) to
give their testimony in favor of the use of fYdln r

Conveyancer,
■

n%o

v
The Dose
19 small
only
It
[Tcaspoonfiil.
the best and cheap-'*
est medicine.
Try i
and you v ill he satisfied,
j Cot it of yor.r drnmri-1.
Don’t Wait, get it at onciA

*>'.14.00
.427.4a

I vv ill be let fora term of
years. The atovc is a
well v'-iabli-hed bu.-iness place, i- \ cry convenient,
and i- 'lie most centrally located -hop in the city.
I»> rcasoa oi il-conveniema* and locality this shop
[ i> well adapted to jobbing business.
Apply to
II N. LAN< ASTLR, American House.
48tf
Belfast, Nov. 27, 1882.
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It is a standard medi-.il work, the best in Me
English lanjruaixe. written by a ph\si< ian ot -v
c\perieie e, lo whom was iwarded a i.r<*hi ami
’m
(died medal by the National Medical A.v
It contains beautiful and vei> expen-dve
a.
s
in«>, •'*•.'<) pa,ires, more than I-."> vaiua
-.rip
lions for all forms of diseases, acute and elirmu
tin’result of many years of e\leii-i\•* and 'ii'Ti
fu! praetice, either one d' which is worth o : Mu
the price of the book.
Pound in beautiful Fn
h
'doth, embossed, lull uid. Price only *i
mail, po.-tpaid, on receipt of price.
Liu-irated
ml n>v
.'ample -d\ cents.

Boston, Jan. 1, lss:>.—lyrl

Lobsters.

To IPisli JPedlers
Having Lad

who arrived at the station a moment too
the train had a -plendid ear-rear before

are

&

a

Book for

I'.>iif?.ti

^

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

suring customer' of tile freshest stock put upon
the market. ( lams by the barrel, bushel or gallon,
ulir.iv* ou lull'I at 1.1 fVVKST MARKKT PRICES.

man

Tugboat-

A

Boston', October lit, l-7o.
K. H EDDY. Esij. -Dear sir: You procured for
in ls4o, my fir-1 patent. since then you have
acted for and advised me in hundn ds of oases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions j
have o.-ea.-ionally employed the best agein-i *s n,
New York, IMdladelphia and Washington, but I
still give you almost the who';-of my hu-ine- -. in
your line, and advise others t<» employ you.
Yours truly,
GEOKGE DKAPKK.

guaran-

My facilities for handling f lams and Lobsters are
unsurpassed in the Slate. My lobsters are kept
alive in Healing ears, anil boiled to order, thus as-

luteow 40

some

pack the be-t quality of cadi grade, and
weight in packages.

I

CONSUJVLFTJLUJV UU\ftED.
An old physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands by an K.t-t India missionary llie formula of a simple vegetable rem* dv for
the speedy and permanent cure for
Consumption,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, V-thma and ail thro.it and
Hung A flections, also a po.-itivc and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous ( omplaint-,
after having tested its wonderful curative pow*Tin thousands of cases, has felt it his dutv to make
it known to his sullering fellow.-. Actuated l>v t hi
motive and a de-ire t<» relieve human .-nthTing, I
will semi free ol charge, to all win* de-ire t. ihirecipe, in German. French or Kngii-h, with full directions for preparing and u-ing
'-out by mail by
addressing with -tamp, naming this paper, W. A
Novi s, 14'.* f’oicer’s Block, Itochester. A. ).

great

INSPECTED.

capable

more

BETWEEN BANGOR & BOSTON.
_r at
Hampden, Winterporr, Bu- k-p-a t,

KNOW THYSELF,

tne

tee full

A fashion writer says the “leg of mutton sleeves
have not proved successful.” An opinion got -tart
cd that they looked sheep.

a

>

evt r

Du. K link’s Great Nerve Restorer is tin* marvel
of the age for all Nervi; Diseases. All titstopped
free. Send to PHI Arch Street, I’hila, I\a.

is

ZMuni

securing for them an
earlv and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.”
EDMUND BUKKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
or

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

TfiE/SCIENCE

official intercourse.”
CHAS. M ASON, Commissioner of Patents.
“Inventors cannot employ

Cart fully Seltcfefl Stock of Fish

The new French rifle will carry over two miles,
the bullet will travel nearly as fast a- a .*cau-

Keeping

MANHOODS

EDDY,

No. 70 State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Secures Patents in the United States; also in Great
Britain, France and other foreign countries. Copies
of the claims of any Patent lurnished by
remitting
one dollar.
Alignments recorded at Washington.
No agency in the United States possesses superior
fa
ciliiies f,e obtaining Patents or ascertaining the patentability of inventions.
K. II EDDY, Solicitor of Patents.

worthy

call your special attention to the fact that
I have on hand this season the
largest and most
I wish t

and

Bee

Lobsters,

Lewis Wharf, opposite \l. (. Freight Depot.

wa-

dal.

late for
him.

R. H.

“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable
and successful practitioners with whom I have had

Delicate Ladies !
Who have that tired and all-gone feeling, and don’t
like to he disturbed, w ill continue to be troubled
w ith this complaint until they renew their
impure
blood. Sulphur Bitters will cause new and rich
blood to course through everyiartcry and vein in the
human system. See another Column.
•_»\\f.

The

PATENTS.

TESTIMONIALS.

If you
you can

,

Inriilrnt

INSPECTOR AND DEALER IN

little girls, dolmans for their big sisters.

Dolls for

—

An

FRANK W. COLLINS,

I

lyreowto

